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The mycobacterial ESX-3 secretion system is involved in host iron sequestering
during Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb)
infections. Iron is one of the most important virulence factors of M.tb and ESX-3
is a prerequisite for mycobacterial growth.
The proteins of ESX-3 might therefore
constitute interesting drug targets or new
vaccine antigens.
In here, protein interactions are indicated
between three structural proteins of ESX3. These proteins are suggested to form a
membrane bound transporter complex that
might be an efficient drug target to control
bacterial growth.
Vaccines currently in clinical trials are
based on immunodominant antigens that
are strongly recognized during infection.
This study demonstrates substantial protective efficacy of three uncharacterized
proteins from ESX-3 that do not induce
detectable immune responses in infected
animals. One of these, confer higher protection levels than what is observed for
other well-known vaccine antigens. Vaccination with this kind of subdominant antigens, allows priming of new protective
antigens on top of a pre-existing immune
response after exposure to M.tb.. Administering this antigen to latently infected individuals can therefore be speculated to prevent disease reactivation which states this
antigens as a promising candidate for making up the backbone in a new generation of
subunit vaccines against M.tb.

Dansk Resumé
Det mycobakterielle ESX-3 secerneringssystem er involveret i tilegnelsen af værtens jern under en infektion med Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb). Jern er en af de vigtigste virulensfaktoror for M.tb og
ESX-3 er en forudsætning for mycobakteriel vækst. Proteinerne fra ESX-3 kan derfor tænkes at udgøre
interessante drug targets eller nye vaccine antigener.
I dette studie er proteininteractioner anført mellem tre strukturelle proteiner fra ESX-3. Det foreslås at
disse proteiner danner et membranbundet transporterkompleks, der kan været et effektivt drug target til
at kontrollere bakteriel vækst.
De vacciner der i øjeblikket er i klinisk afprøvning, er baseret på immunodominante antigener, som
er stærkt genkendt under en infektion. Dette studie viser betydelig beskyttende virkeevne af tre ikkekarakteriserede proteiner fra ESX-3, der ikke inducerer målelige immunresponser i inficerede dyr. Et af
disse, giver højere beskyttelses niveauer end hvad der ses for andre velkendte antigener. Vaccination med
denne type of ’subdominante antigener’, tillader priming af nye beskyttende antigener oveni et allerede
eksisterende immunsvar efter eksponering til M.tb. Det kan derfor tænkes at latent inficerede individer
kan forhindres i at reaktivere til aktiv sygdom, hvis de tildeles dette antigen, hvilket fremsætter antigenet
som en lovende kandidat til at udgøre backbonet i en ny generation af subunit vacciner mod M.tb.
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Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is an epidemic caused by the
intracellular bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M.tb). One third of the world’s population is
estimated to be infected, and accounting for 2-3
million deaths per year, TB constitutes one of the
most problematic human bacterial infections.1 The
disease was declared a global health emergency
by WHO in 1993.2 Whereas the western part of
the world is almost unaffected, developing countries have extremely high disease rates, making TB
highly correlative with prosperity (see Fig. 1.1).
The most common type of infection is pulmonary TB where the bacterium is respiratorily
transmitted to infect the lungs. From here it
might disseminate to cause disastrous damage in
other tissues including the central nervous system
(meningitis), the lymphatic system, the circulatory
system (Miliary TB), the genitourinary system as
well as bones and joints.
After entering the lungs the mycobacteria are
met by alveolar macrophages that internalize free
bacteria. At this first state of infection, the bacteria survive immune-mediated destruction inside
the endosomes of macrophages by use of evolutionary designed cell-wall lipids and secreted immunomodulating molecules.4 An important effect
of these, is to control the phagosomal development
by arresting fusion with lysosomes.5–7 By that,
M.tb circumvents the associated lethal acidification of the phagosomal content, helping the bacteria to establish stable infection.8
After avoidance of the first line of host defences, M.tb is able to persist within its host for
long periods in an asymptomatic latent state. That
is one of the key points that make it one of the
world’s most successful pathogens. Latent infections are actively controlled by the immune system
but once immunity wanes (e.g. by malnutrition,
aging or immunocompromization by HIV), reactivation to active disease may occur. In that way,
it is a balance between pathogen evasion mechanisms and host defences that determines whether
infected individuals remain healthy for life, despite harbouring the pathogen. Successful control
of M.tb occurs in 90% of the infected individuals
whereas 10% will develop active disease9, 10 (Fig.
1.2).
TB pathology is characterized by necrosis and
tissue damage of infected organs and if untreated,

mortality exceeds 50% and even as much as >80%
in HIV infected individuals.11 In most cases TB
can be cured by effective antibiotic treatment, but
it requires several months for bacterial clearance,
which often is hindered by socio-economic factors in the endemic areas. Also, years of antibiotic treatments have promoted the development of
multidrug-resistant TB (MDR TB) and the more
dangerous extremely drug-resistant TB (XDR TB)
which leaves patients (especially HIV infected)
virtually untreatable with currently available antiTB drugs. XDR TB is still relatively rare with a
prevalence of 5% of all cases but it is observed up
to as much as 19% in the Baltic States.12 It combines resistance to the two first-line drugs isoniazid
and rifampin with resistance to the best second-line
medications: flouroquinolones and at least one of
three injectable drugs (i.e. amikacin, kanamycin or
capreomycin).13
Today the M. bovis Bacille Calmette-Guerín
(BCG) vaccine remains the only existing vaccine
against TB. It was introduced more than 80 years
ago, and it is the most widely used vaccine in the
world. Its use has contributed to the control of
TB in Denmark and the rest of the western countries but in the developing regions of the world,
BCG has failed to avoid a growing epidemic. Even
though BCG efficiently protects against severe disease manifestation in children,14, 15 it fails to prevent the establishment of latent TB or reactivation
of pulmonary disease in adult life,16 probably as
a consequence of waning efficacy after around 10
years.17 Also, BCG is safe in normal immunocompetent individuals but since it is a live replicating bacteria, it holds the risk of causing disease
(disseminated BCG-osis) in immunocompromised
individuals.18 These shortcomings of BCG combined with the growing problem with multi-drug
resistant TB strains establish the urgent need for
new and improved vaccines.
1.1 M.tb and Disease Immunology
M.tb is an obligate aerobe acid fast bacterium derived from the Mycobacteriaceae family of the
Actinobacteria phylum. It is small and rod-shaped
and was first identified by Robert Koch in 1882.20
The best characterized strain of M.tb, H37Rv, was
fully sequenced in 199821 and comprises around
4000 ORFs designated ’Rv’ followed by a gene
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Figure 1.1: TB prevalence per 100 000 population per year based on estimates from 2005 to 2007. Gray colour
indicates that no data was available. Generated by the WHO server, Global Atlas of Infectious Diseases.3

number. Compared to many other bacteria, it has
a very low growth rate which forms the basis for
the chronic nature of infection that complicates microbiological diagnosis and necessitates long-term
drug treatment. Due to its special thick waxy cell
wall it is neither characterized as gram-positive nor
gram-negative.
The resistance of the bacilli to chemical injury, dehydration and antibiotics is directly related to the low permeability of the complex cell
envelope (Fig. 1.3). The entire cell envelope
consists of a plasma membrane, a cell wall and
an outer capsule.22 The cell wall core is comprised of peptidoglycan but contains also highly
hydrophobic mycolic acids and mycolates along

with non-covalently bound lipids that are involved
in the host-pathogen dialog.23 One such lipid is
the mycolic acid-containing glycolipid, trehalose6,6’-dimycolate (TDM), that exerts a number of
immunomodifying effects.24, 25 In a slightly chemically modyfied version, this lipid is one of the
main components in the CAF adjuvant series from
SSI (see. Sec. 1.2.1)
Outside the cell wall lays a hydrophilic capsule that primarily consists of polysaccharides
with immersed proteins. Some of the glucans,
that are the most prevalent polysaccharides, are
believed to be involved in molecular mimicry,
where a "cross-reaction" with host ’self-epitopes’
leads to immuno-mediated tissue pathology. The

Figure 1.2: Development of the bacterial load in humans following TB infection. Less than 5% of the infected
individuals are unable to contain primary infection (green dashed line), and only 5-10% reactivates from a latent
infection (blue dashed line). So far, it is believed that only very few individuals are capable of eradicate their
infection (orange dashed line). First published by P. Andersen.19
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F

Figure 1.3: Outline of the cell envelope of M.tb consisting of (A) the plasma membrane, (B) peptidoglycans,
(C) arabinogalactan, (D) mannose-capped lipoarabinomannan, (E) plasma membrane- and cell envelope-associated
proteins, (F) mycolic acids and (G) glycolipid surface molecules associated with the mycolic acids. First published
by Karakousis et al.23

capsule also contains the prominent lipoglycan,
Mannose-lipoarabinomannan (ManLAM) which is
a mycobacterial equivalent to lipopolysaccharides
(LPS) that modulates both primary and secondary
immune responses. It is recognized by mannose receptors that mediates pathogen uptake by
phagocytic cells (see Sec. 1.1.1) and inhibits
macrophage activation. Also, it is suggested to be
involved in skewing the immune response towards
a Th2-type immunity that is counter-beneficial
against intracellular infections.23
1.1.1

Immunological Responses upon Bacterial Infection

The first line of defences against invasive
pathogens is the epithelial surfaces of which the
respiratory tract mucosa provides a route of entry
for airborne microorganisms. When the infectious
agents overcome the mechanical barrier and enter
local tissue, they are met by macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs) and other phagocytes residing in
these tissues. Phagocytes have surface receptors
that can recognize pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) and recognition usually leads to
phagocytosis. Of the most important receptors are
the macrophage mannose receptor and the ten dif-

ferent Toll-like receptors (TLRs). Each TLR is
devoted to recognizing a distinct set of molecular
patterns and together they bind various molecules
ranging from flaggelin and LPS to bacterial/viral
nucleotides.26
Macrophage phagocytosis upon activation of
the surface receptors triggers an intracellular signalling that leads to secretion of a set of proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL1), IL-6, IL-8, IL-12 and Tumour necrosis factor α
(TNFα). The combination of secreted cytokines is
dependent on the receptors that are activated. This
means that the cytokine profile is different between
pathogens since they activate different receptors.
The pro-inflammatory cytokines induce decreased
local blood flow and promotes migration of other
leukocytes (e.g. neutrophils and monocytes) to the
site of infection by increasing blood vessel permeability and by establishing a chemotatic gradient.
The increased permeability also leads to leakage
of plasma and at later stages local blood clots are
formed in response to TNFα to contain the infection. Eventually the inflammatory response leads
to killing of the pathogen as recruited phagocytes
engulf and destroy the infectious agents by the respiratory burst. Here a variety of toxic products are
9
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produced of which nitric oxide (NO), superoxide
(O−
2 ) and hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) are the most
pronounced.26
Most encounters with infectious agents can
be cleared by the described innate immune response but highly infectious pathogens or great
abundance requires an adaptive immune response.
This happens after prolonged inflammation, where
macrophages, and more importantly DCs, are induced to upregulate molecules used in the activation of the adaptive immune system. These include the major histocompatibility complex class
I (MHC-I) and II (MHC-II)∗ that present antigens
on the surface and co-stimulatory receptors that are
required for activation of T cells (e.g. CD80 and
CD86). The secreted TNFα and TLR-signalling
causes activated DCs to migrate to the nearest
draining lymph node where they present antigens
to T cells on MHC-I and MHC-II. In this way
are DCs (and to a lesser extent macrophages) the
link between the innate immune system and the
adaptive immune system that is orchestrated by T
cells.26
In the lymph node are naive T cells holding
T cell receptors (TCRs) with affinity for virtually
all non-self antigens (even non-existing antigens).
Each T cell expresses only one receptor specificity
that is generated by a complex gene rearrangement
during early development of naive T cells. In the
lymphnode (or spleen), binding of the TCR to its
specific MHC:antigen ligand leads to priming of
naive T cells. This is a process that involves costimulatory signals from the APC (e.g. CD80 and
CD86) that promotes survival and expansion of the
T cell. Also, the profile of the APC cytokines directs T cell differentiation into the different subsets
of effector cells. That is, the receptor-mediated
pathogen activation of the APC determines the effector function of the primed T cells thereby inducing an adaptive immune response that ’match’
the nature of the pathogen. CD8 T cells develop
into cytotoxic effector cells, that are able to efficiently destroy infected cells while CD4 T cells
have a much broader range of functions. Guided
by the APC cytokines they differentiate into (at
least) four different effector subsets; (i) T-helper
1 (Th1) cells that activate macrophages to signif∗

MHC-I is found on all nucleated cells and presents intracellular antigens while MCH-II is only found on professional
antigen presenting cells (APS). These are DCs, macrophages
and B-cells that are able to present extracellular antigens.
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icantly enhance their bactericidal properties, (ii)
Th2 cells that activate B-cells to produce antibodies, (iii) Th17 cells that are recently discovered
cells induced early in bacterial infections, where
they seem to activate neutrophils and finally (iv)
regulatory T cells (Treg) that suppress T cell responses to maintain self-tolerance and thereby prevent autoimmune responses.26
After expansion and differentiation the effector cells can act immediately when encountering
their MHC:antigen ligand, without the need for
co-stimulus. Some of these antigen-specific effector cells (mainly CD8 and Th1 cells) will leave
the lymph node and enter the bloodstream. From
there they are recruited to the site of infection by
crossing the blood vessel epithelium via an active
transport mechanism. Here they exert their effector functions which, together with the Th2-driven
antibody response, help to clear the infection.26
1.1.2

Host Responses in TB

The immune response towards M.tb is rather complex involving several phases ranging from acute
disease to pathogen control in the latent state. In
each phase the bacteria changes strategy to escape
immune-destruction by the host resulting in a hostpathogen race that is characterized by multiple cell
subsets and cytokines. This paragraph and the following section about important cytokines in TB is
summarized in Fig. 1.4 and provide an insight into
the host responses in TB.
Innate Responses
When an M.tb containing aerosol is inhaled,
macrophages residing in the alveolar tissue internalize bacteria via recognition of a number of
receptors.29 Ingested bacteria are contained in
phagosomes, which are the scene for the first hostpathogen battle. Macrophages are successful in
killing most of the bacteria by use of innate bactericidal mechanisms such as the respiratory burst,
phago-lysosome fusion and release of acidic hydrolases. However, mycobacteria that escape the
initial intracellular destruction will multiply exponentially eventually leading to macrophage disrupt
and release of free bacteria.11
Due to a long generation time and other highly
specialized evasion strategies the immediate immune response is not able to avert high bacterial
loads in early disease onset.30 This favors fur-

1.1 M.tb and Disease Immunology

Figure 1.4: Scheme of the cell-mediated immune responses induced upon M.tb infection (reviewed by A. M.
Cooper27 ). M.tb infect individuals via the respiratory route and survives within macrophages and dendritic cells
(DCs). These take up pathogens by use of special pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). Macrophages and
DCs function as antigen presenting cells (APCs) by loading digested mycobacterial antigens onto MHC class II
molecules and presenting these to CD4 cells. CD8 T cells are activated upon presentation of antigens from the
cytosol and therefore via loading of peptide fragments onto MHC I. This occurs primarily in DCs, both when DCs
themselves are infected and when macrophages release apoptotic bodies carrying mycobacterial peptides in. These
vesicles are taken up by DCs that finally present peptides on MCH I molecules in a process called cross-priming.
When CD4 T-helper (Th) cells meet their antigen presented on a MHC molecule they polarise into different subsets; (i) Th1 cells that produce IL-2 for T cell activation and IFNγ/TNFα for macrophage activation, (ii) Th17 cells
that are involved in early formation of protective immunity in the lung after vaccination and (iii) Th2 cells that
activates antibody forming B-cells. Th2 cells can together with regulatory T cells (Treg) also counter-regulate the
Th1 mediated protection via secretion of IL-4, transforming growth factor (TGF) and IL-10. Beside Th1-mediated
macrophage activation, CD8 T cells contribute by producing IFNγ and TNFα. They also act as cytolytic T lymphocytes (CTL) by secreting perforin and granolysin that lyse host cells and directly attack M.tb. All these so-called
effector T cells (Te f f ) are followed by memory T cells (TM ) that produce multiple cytokines. During active containment in solid granuloma, M.tb recess into an immune resistant dormant stage. Treg cells suppress Th1 via IL-10
and TGF which allows resuscitation of M.tb leading to caceation of the granuloma and disease reactivation. First
published by Kaufmann et al.28
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ther development of the infection, though ingestion of mycobacteria by macrophages and DCs ultimately leads to further activation of the immune
system. Receptor recognition of cell wall components by CD14 and TLR2/4 as well as TLR9 recognition of unmethylated CpG dinucleotides triggers
release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. This initiates a positive feedback loop where more phagocytes such as monocytes† are attracted, more mycobacteria are ingested and more cytokines are released. Finally, activated APCs travel to draining
lymph nodes (or spleen), where they initiate the
adaptive response by priming T cells to proliferate
and react against M.tb derived epitopes.31

activate polymorphonuclear granulocytes, which
e.g. contribute to early formation of protective
immunity in the lung after vaccination27, 35, 36
(ii) CD8 T cells contribute to the IFNγ/TNFα
production and act as cytolytic T lymphocytes
(CTL) by secreting perforin and granolysin that
can lyse host cells and directly attack M.tb,37–40
(iii) γδ T cells and natural killer (NK) cells that
probably serve as an early antigen-unspecific IFNγ
source.31, 34 The bacilli may remain forever within
the granuloma or be discharged into the airways
after bronchi-necrosis and cavitation.32, 41
1.1.3

Adaptive Responses
After T cell priming, released chemokines at the
site of infection result in granuloma formation
where APCs, neutrophils, B cells and primed
lymphocytes gather to form a solid mass (Fig.
1.5). In the granuloma infected macrophages
merge to become multinucleated giant cells, and
the granulomateous centre becomes caseous,
consisting of necrotic tissue, cell debris, and dead
bacteria.32
By forming granulomas, the immune system
is able to surround infected macrophages with
lymphocytes to contain the infection. Proliferation
is controlled as bacteria inside the center switch to
lipid metabolism in order to survive in the hostile
oxygen and nutrient deprived environment. Once
granulomas have formed the bacterial cell count
is relatively stable either because of bacterial dormancy or because of a balance between bacterial
proliferation and killing.32
The condensed center of immune cells in the
granuloma also creates a local environment that facilitates inter-cell communication. As part of this
communication antigen-specific Th1 cells secrete
IL-2 for T cell proliferation and more importantly
IFNγ/TNFα upon MHC-II:antigen recognition.
IFNγ, and to a lesser extent TNFα, activates
infected macrophages to be able to kill the intracellular mycobacteria.27 It is generally believed
that this Th1-driven response is the most essential
part of the adaptive immune response,31, 34 but
other cell-subsets are also important; (i) Th17 cells
†

Monocytes are a type of white blood cells that move quickly
to site of infection, where they differentiate to macrophages
and DCs upon pathogen encounter.
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Cytokines Important for Protection
against M.tb

As earlier indicated the functional diversity of the
effector T cell subsets plays a crucial role for protective immunity. The important Th1 T cells are
induced by IL-12 as the main cytokine, while IL-4
promotes inductions of Th2 cells.42, 43 Th2 cells
activates antibody forming B-cells that are considered unimportant in intracellular infections like
TB, but Th2 cells can together with regulatory T
cells (Treg) also counter-regulate the essential Th1
mediated protection via secretion of IL-4, transforming growth factor (TGF) and IL-10.28
Like the differentiation of CD4 T cells into Th1
and Th2 is guided by cytokines produced by the
APC, the effector functions exerted by the Th1 T
cells are also based on cytokine secretion. The following gives an overview over the contributions of
some of the most important cytokines in the response against M.tb.
IFNγ
The most effective way for the immune system to
kill M.tb is based on the mycobactericidal properties of macrophages. IFNγ plays a dominant
role in macrophage activation and is secreted by
NK and γδ T cells at early stages and by CD4
and CD8 T cells as part of the adaptive immune
response. It is probably the most important cytokine in the control of M.tb34 which is illustrated
by the fact that mice deficient in IFNγ production are the most susceptible to TB infection.44
Macrophages from these mice are not activated
and have a low expression of the nitric oxide synthase (NOS2) which is responsible for the production of highly toxic reactive nitrogen intermediates

1.1 M.tb and Disease Immunology

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of a late state
granuloma following M.tb infection. Granulomas
form when primed lymphocytes are drawn to the
site of infection by chemokines released by infected
macrophages. They serve as a defence mechanism
to wall of the bacteria as the infected macrophages
are surrounded by a solid layer immune cells. The
outermost layer consists of fibroblast that forms the
structural framework by synthesizing collagen. Inside this barrier, are B cells as well as CD4 and CD8
T cells that secrete cytokines to activate mycobactericidal properties of the macrophages. In turn, this
immune reaction cause the granulomateous centre to
become necrotic leading to a caseum of necrotic tissue, cell debris, and dead bacteria. Modified from
Barry Jr. et al.33

(RNIs). Also, IFNγ can together with additional
co-stimulation activate macrophages to initiate the
respiratory burst, in which NADPH-oxygenases
produce reactive oxygen intermediates (ROIs).
Another important outcome of IFNγ secretion
is enhanced antigen presentation by macrophages
and DCs. The surface expression of MHC-I/-II and
co-stimulatory molecules is upregulated as well as
the secretion of IL-12.34 This initiates a positive
feed-back loop where the IL-12 secretion activates
more T cells to secrete more IFNγ, that again induce more IL-12 secretion. Finally, IFNγ is in
itself also a Th1 inducer/Th2 repressor26 and together all these mechanisms significantly enhance
the overall ability of the immune system to control
an M.tb infection.

of chemokines, chemokine receptors and adhesion
molecules.51 This clearly affects the formation
of granulomas and consequently neutralization of
TNFα leads to loss of granuloma structure and lack
of control of both initial and chronic infection.51, 52

TNFα

IL-17

This cytokine was originally characterized by its
ability to induce tumour cell apoptosis but the importance of TNFα in TB is evident as patients
with latent M.tb infection can develop active TB
soon after initiation of treatment with TNFα inhibitors.45 The mechanisms by which this cytokine contributes to TB control are numerous and
difficult to dissect as it plays multiple roles in both
the immune- and pathologic responses in TB.
Infection by M.tb induces TNFα secretion by
macrophages, DCs and T cells46–48 and beside
its pronounced inflammatory effects, TNFα synergizes with IFNγ to enhance the RNI-mediated
killing of M.tb.49, 50 It also affects cell recruitment to infected tissues by regulating expression

IL-17 producing Th17 cells represent a newly discovered T helper linage. It requires IL-6 and
the anti-inflammatory cytokine TGF-β for initiation and the growth stabilization factor, IL23, to become an established population.36 IL17 is mostly associated with induction of proinflammatory programs that lead to chemokine secretion and recruitment of neutrophils that, if not
properly regulated, leads to severe immunopathology.53 Therefore it is also suggested that IL-17
plays a central role in the immuno-mediated destruction of tissue, that in turn lead to lesions and
spread of bacteria in TB infections.54 IL-17 responses precede IFNγ responses as IL-12/IFNγ secretion downregulates IL-17 production. A recent

IL-2
Although IL-2 in itself has little direct effector
function, it is required for T cell proliferation and
survival by functioning directly as a T cell growthfactor.26 Primed T cells produce the necessary IL2 themselves and can within a few days expand to
yield a great number of T cells that all bear the
same TCR. Downregulation of IL-2 in activated T
cells results in apoptosis so in that way IL-2 serves
to amplify and maintain primed T cell responses.
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study on mice has shown that Th17 cells are involved in M.tb recall responses in vaccinated animals where they provide a surveillance function in
the periphery.35
In the study, a peptide vaccine derived from
the 6kDa early secreted antigenic target (ESAT-6)
gave rise to IL-17 producing T cells in the lungs.
Vaccinated WT mice had an accelerated IFNγ response and a lower bacterial burden than IL-23 deficient mice after M.tb challenge. Treatment with
exogenous IL-17 could restore the IFNγ response
in the IL-23 deficient mice while IL-17 depletion
of the WT mice reduced this response. The Th17
T cells populate the lung and respond rapidly to
infection by secreting IL-17. This is believed to
promote leukocytes and epithelial cells to express
chemokines that attract IFNγ producing T cells to
the site of infection. By that IL-17 accelerates the
beneficial IFNγ response.35
It has also been suggested that IL-17 is necessary for the maintenance of Th1 immunity during chronic TB infections as infected IL-17 deficient mice has reduced survival in the late infection state.55 In addition, it has also been shown that
vaccine-specific Th17 cells can provide protection
against M.tb in an IFNγ independent manner.56 It
is not known whether this protection is provided
by the Th17 T cells themselves or by the cells they
recruit (NK cells, γδ T cells, neutrophils etc.).
1.1.4

Multifunctional T cells and Correlation
with Protection

T cell responses are both characterized by their
magnitude and quality. The magnitude is commonly represented as the frequency of antigenspecific T cells or as the expression level of a specific effector molecule. IFNγ expression has for
a long time been the most widely used parameter
to describe vaccine induced responses in TB research, but IFNγ levels does neither correlate with
protection59, 60 nor reflect the full functional potential of the T cells.61 However, IFNγ measurements
are still useful markers of vaccine immunogenicity
and vaccine take.
T cell functions include the ability to proliferate or induce proliferation of other cells (by secretion of growth factors such as IL-2), organizing
immune responses (by secretion of chemo- and cytokines e.g. IL-17) and carrying out various effector functions (e.g. activation of macrophages by
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secretion of IFNγ and TNFα). These functions together can only be described by the quality of the
T cell response, which is defined for an individual
T cell or a population of antigen-specific T cells.58
There has been much focus on the involvement
of T cells that are able to coexpress multiple cytokines in the establishment of protective immunity. In general, these cells are characterized in
terms of their ability to produce IFNγ, TNFα and
IL-2. Studies have shown that improved control of
HIV and other viral infections is associated with
increased frequency of these multifunctional CD4
T cells.62, 63 Also, generation of multifunctional T
cells has been found to correlate with protection
against the parasite Leishmania major in mice64
and recent studies indicate that this may also be
the case in TB.61, 65
There are several mechanisms that may account
for the superior protective ability of multifunctional T cells; The first one would be that they secrete more IFNγ on a per cell basis compared to
IFNγ single positive T cells.64 Secondly, secretion of both IFNγ and TNFα from the same cell
can also mediate more efficient killing of L. major,66 and thirdly, IL-2 promotes persistence of T
cell populations leading to immune-memory.67
Based on CD4 T cell cytokine profiles analysed
from studies in mice, humans and non-human primates, a linear model of differentiation has been
proposed for Th1 cells following infection or vaccination (Fig. 1.6).58 TNFα single positive CD4 T
cells are one of the first populations that develop
following antigen stimulation. These are highly
plastic cells that can further differentiate upon antigen stimulation. CD4 T cells secreting IL-2 are regarded as stable and can be sustained for prolonged
periods of time. They can also at any time differentiate into IFNγ secreting cells upon antigen stimulation. Therefore, T cells secreting IL-2, TNFα or
both serves as a reservoir of memory cells with effector potential. After CD4 T cells have developed
into triple positive multifunctional T cells they can
both persist as memory and effector T cells. They
can also differentiate into less functional T cells or
die. Single positive IFNγ T cells represent the most
differentiated population and have limited memory potential.68 Hence, vaccines inducing a high
proportion of such T cells would not provide longterm protection.
Even though there are compelling clues that
multifunctional T cells correlate with protection
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Figure 1.6: Linear model for CD4 T cell differentiation. T cells are divided into central memory T cells (TCM )
and effector memory T cells (TEM ) based upon their expression of C-C chemokine Receptor 7 (CCR7), which
is a chemokine receptor that controls migration of memory T cells to secondary lymphoid tissues. TEM express
receptors for migration to inflamed tissues and display immediate effector function. In contrast TCM cells lack
immediate effector function, but efficiently stimulate dendritic cells and differentiate into TEM cells upon antigen
stimulation.57 The expression of CCR7 (and other memory associated receptors) have been correlated to cytokine
expression to establish the linear model of differentiation; From naive T cells, CD4 T cells progressively gain
functionality as they differentiate until they reach a multifunctional stage where they coexpress IFNγ, TNFα and
IL-2. Further antigenic stimulation can lead to loss of memory potential and cytokine production resulting in T
cells that only produce IFNγ and are short lived due to lacking IL-2 production. The extent of differentiation is
determined by the initial amount of antigen and innate immune factors. First published by Seder et al.58

against M.tb,65, 69, 70 recent findings suggest that
it is not the case or maybe more likely, that multifunctionality alone does not correlate with protection. In a yet unpublished study from Statens
Serum Institut (SSI), it has been shown that vaccination with a subunit vaccine induces a high level
of multifunctional T cells regardless of antigen
dose. However, lower antigen doses were significantly more protective than the high doses. Another study on BCG vaccinated infants has shown
that there is no difference in the frequencies and
cytokine expression profile of antigen specific T
cells from protected and unprotected infants.71 Finally, a recent study on human patients showed
significantly higher proportions of multifunctional
CD4 T cells in subjects with active TB compared to cured (after six months of therapy) and
latently infected subjects.72 Therefore, it seems
that analysing the level of multifunctional T cells
is insufficient to describe protective immune responses. It is very likely that several cytokines
(or chemokines) other than IFNγ, TNFα and IL2 must be included to complete the analysis, but

even though triple positive multifunctional T cells
fail to correlate with protection they still provide a
valuable insight into vaccine properties.
1.2

Vaccine Candidates and Vaccine Strategies against TB

Vaccines against TB can either be given before
infection as so-called prophylactic vaccines or as
post exposure vaccines to contain/eliminate latent
TB (Fig. 1.7). The field of TB vaccines has been
under substantial progress with several vaccines
in clinical trials (Tab. 1.1). These are primarily
prophylactic vaccines based on early antigens
secreted by the replicating bacteria and recognized
in the first stage of infection.
Present vaccine candidates rely mainly on
stimulation of Th1 cells that by IFNγ and TNF-α
secretion activate the antimycobacterial capacities
of macrophages.9 Of less importance is the
induction of CD8 T-cells that, nevertheless, also
secrete cytokines and attack M.tb directly by
means of perforin and granolysin. Several of the
new vaccines use a prime-boost strategy to com15
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of the three types of TB vaccines. (a) A prophylactic vaccine designed to
protect against disease but will probably not prevent latent TB and subsequent reactivation. (b) A post-exposure
vaccine that, if successful, would either eradicate the infection or contain bacteria in dormant stage to prevent
reactivation. (c) An attractive possibility is to combine early antigens secreted by the replicating bacteria (the
prophylactic component) and late-stage antigens induced in dormancy into a multi-stage vaccine with impact on all
stages of M.tb infection. Red lines indicate course of disease without vaccination while dashed green lines indicate
vaccination. First published by P. Andersen19

plement the immune response induced by BCG
or an improved recombinant (r) BCG vaccination
given right after birth. Two types of candidates
have been developed for this purpose; subunit
vaccines consisting of fusion proteins of M.tb
antigens or live viral vectors that express one or
several mycobacterial proteins. Live viral vector
vaccines are, besides inducing Th1 responses,
good CD8 T cells inducers and do not require
an adjuvant. However, these vaccines might be
hampered by pre-existing immunity against the
virus itself and they represent a potential danger
to immunocompromized individuals. Subunit
vaccines circumvent this and can be administered
repeatedly but in order to be protective they
16

need an adjuvant to promote robust Th1 immune
responses.
1.2.1

Adjuvants

The necessity for adjuvants in vaccine formulation is related to the fact that purified recombinant proteins generally display a low level of immunogenicity themselves. As a consequence, coadministered immunostimulatory molecules are
needed to generate potent antigen-specific immune
responses. In TB vaccine development the lack of
good adjuvants, that stimulate cell-mediated immunity, has been a major hurdle as only very few
adjuvants are approved for human use. The ones
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Table 1.1: Current vaccines in active clinical trials or entering clinical trials (see REF.73 )

Vaccine candidate
Modified BCG
rBCG∆ure::hly(VPM1002)
rBCG30 (Ag85B)
Subunit vaccine
H1 (Ag85B+ESAT-6 in IC31r )
H4 (Ag85B+TB10.4 in IC31r )

Phase I

Phase II

Inventor

Germany
USA

Kenya

MPIIB
UCLA, Aeras

The Netherlands,
Ethiopia
Sweden, Finland,
South Africa
South Africa
Belgium

South Africa

SSI, Intercell

South Africa

SSI, Intercell, Aeras, Sanofi Pasteur

H56 (H1+Rv2660 in CAF01)
SSI
Mtb72f(Rv1196+Rv0125)
Belgium
Corixa, GSK, Aeras
a
HBHA (Rv0475)
Institute Pastuer, Lille
RUTI (whole-cell extract)
Spain
Unitat de Tuberculosis, Archivel Farma
Viral vector vaccine
MVA85A
UK, Gambia
South Africa, Senegal Univ Oxford, OETC, Aeras
Ad35
The Netherlands
South Africa
Crucell, Aeras
Ad5Ag85A
Canada
McMaster Univ
Live attenuated M.tb
Univ Zaragoza, Inst Pastuer
∆PhoP∆fadD26 (MTBVAC01) a
a
∆lysA∆pan∆secA2
AECOM
Cross-reactive mycobacteria
M. vaccae
UK
Tanzania
SR Pharma
M. w/indicus pranii
India
India
NII, DST, DBT, Cadila
M. smegmatis
China
Table notes: AECOM: Albert Einstein College of Medicine, NEW York, USA; Cadila; Cadila Pharmaceuticals, Ahmedabad,
India; DBT: Dept of Biotechnology; DST: dept of Science and Technology, Government of India, New Delhi, India; GSK:
GlaxoSmithKline, Rixensart, Belgium; MPIIB: Max Planck Institute for Infection Biology, Berlin, Germany; NII: National
Institute of Immunology, New Delhi, India; OETC: The Oxford-Emergent Tuberculosis Consortium Ltd; SSI: Statens Serum
Institut, Copenhagen, Denmark; UCLA: Univ College of Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, USA.
a Yet to commence

that do exist, are all based on aluminium salts and
promote Th2 responses, which against TB is either useless or even counter-beneficial.74, 75 It has
therefore been crucial to design improved adjuvants and this have led to the development of refined formulations.
Modern adjuvants depend on vaccine depot formation at the site of injection as well as activation of APCs through receptor mediated uptake. The AS adjuvant family from GSK is based
on the TLR-4 ligand, monophosphoryl lipid A
(MPL) either formulated in liposomes or oil-inwater emulsions.76 IC31r from intercell, on the
other hand, exclusively forms liposomes that are
composed of the cationic poly-amino acid, KLK,
and a TLR-9 ligand in the form of oligodeoxynucleotides. The latter induces a potent and sustained cellular response and has been shown to be
effective in animal models of TB.77 Finally, SSI
has designed a novel vaccine adjuvant, designated
cationic adjuvant formulation 1 (CAF01), based

on liposomes of the cationic surfactant dimethyldioctadecylammonium (DDA) and immunopotentiator, trehalose-6,6’-dibehenate (TDB)24 (that is
derived from the mycobacterial cell wall lipid,
TDM). Vaccine antigens adhere to the liposomes
that serve as carrier of the antigen. This greatly
enhances protein uptake of the APCs and prolongs
their antigen exposure. On basis of DDA/TDB a
whole family of CAF-adjuvants has been tailored
which are all characterized by stable liposomes
and antigen-specific cell-mediated immunity. The
CAF01 adjuvant, that primarily induces a strong
Th1 response, was the first to be developed and is
therefore the most advanced both in terms of preclinical and clinical testing. This adjuvant will be
used for immunizations in this study.
1.2.2

Antigens and Current Vaccines

From the pool of antigens present in the M.tb
culture filtrate, antigen 85B (Ag85B) and the
6kDa early secreted antigenic target (ESAT-6)
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(see Sec. 1.3) have been identified as two of
the most promising vaccine antigen candidates.
Both antigens are strongly recognized by T
lymphocytes and have shown protective capacity
in small animal models.78–80 Ag85, consisting of
Ag85A, B and C, is a major secreted multimer
from M.tb that contains some of the most used
antigens in TB vaccine development. rBCG30,
expressing Ag85B, has already passed phase I
clinical trial along with a replication deficient
modified vaccinia virus Ankara (MVA) strain
expressing Ag85A.81 Two types of adenovirus
(Ad) based vaccines (Ad35 and Ad5Ag85A),
expressing Ag85A+Ag85B+TB10.482 and Ag85A
respectively, have also entered clinical trial. However, common for both rBCGs and viral vaccines
is that they can only be given once due to induced
immune response against the bacteria or viral
vector itself. Also, the effectiveness of protein
based subunit vaccines are not compromised by
prior exposure to environmental mycobacteria
whereas BCG can be completely blocked.83 These
obvious advantages together with the emergence
of strong Th1-adjuvants might state recombinant
subunit vaccines as the most appealing choice for
modern booster vaccines.
The idea of using whole cell extracts from M.tb
has led to the development of the RUTI vaccine
that is based on detoxified cellular fragments
from M.tb,84 however, most of the protein based
vaccines use one or combinations of selected
antigens. The heparin binding haemagglutinin
(HBHA) from M. bovis BCG has been shown
to increase a BCG induced protection after
boosting85 and the combination of the conserved
antigens Rv1196 and Rv0125‡ in the Mtb72f vaccine yields increased protection against M.tb alone
as well as after BCG boosting.86, 87 From Statens
Serum Institute a recombinant fusion product of
Ag85B and ESAT-6 [Hybrid (H) 1] have induced
levels of protective immunity comparable to
BCG-induced protection in mouse, guinea pig,
and nonhuman primate models88–90 even after >1
year after vaccination65 with immune responses
dominated by multifunctional CD4 T cells. Importantly, following H1 vaccination in humans, strong
IFNγ responses persisted through at least 2.5
years, indicating a substantial memory response
‡

These antigens were selected based on a criteria of being
recognized in latently infected individuals
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by H1.91 A similar vaccine, designated H4, based
on Ag85B and the ESAT-6-like protein TB10.4
has also been designed to avoid the putative
risk of interfering with ESAT-6 based diagnostic
assays.92 These vaccines may as boosters improve
upon BCG, but to eradicate TB it is necessary
to reduce the person-to-person transmission by
protecting infected individuals from progressing
to active TB.
It is possible to combine the prophylactic
vaccines with late-stage antigens induced in
the dormant (reversible, metabolic inactive) or
resuscitation stage (i.e. the transition from low to
high bacterial metabolic activity) to form multistage vaccines with impact on all stages of M.tb
infection (Fig. 1.7(c)). Dormancy-antigens are
traditionally identified by mimicking conditions
of the granuloma in vitro with subsequent evaluation of the induced expression profile of M.tb.
Conditions thought to reflect the environment of
the granuloma includes hypoxia93 and nutrient
starvation.94
To be successful, a vaccine used for postexposure must induce a protective immune
response in individuals who would otherwise
develop disease, but most latently infected individuals already have a strong infected driven
T-cell response to mycobacterial antigens. Thus,
the requirements for a vaccine to further boost this
response are immediately complicated, but a new
vaccine (H56) that adds the dormancy antigen,
Rv2660c, on top of H1, has been designed to overcome this problem. Rv2660c is one of the most
strongly upregulated M.tb gene under starvation94
and despite low immunogenicity its incorporation
into H56 improves protection against M.tb over
both H1 and BCG in long term infection and in
post exposure vaccination experiments.95 This
is unique for H56 and states it as one of the
most promising vaccine candidates against TB.
However, it is far from certain that it advances
from clinical trial and there is hence still a need
for searching the M.tb genome for novel antigens
to design new and improved 2nd generation TB
vaccines.
The discovery of ESAT-6 and the realization of
its remarkable vaccine properties has increased the
focus on identifying proteins with similar properties. This had led to the discovery of a whole fam-

1.3 ESX Secretion Systems from M.tb

ily of ESAT-6-like proteins that are situated in different operons encoding whole mycobacterial protein transport systems. These are called ESX secretion systems, and animal experiments from the
internal SSI database indicate that these systems
might serve as a valuable source of potential vaccine antigens. This, because a high proportion of
the screened proteins provide significant protection
against M.tb.
1.3

ESX Secretion Systems from M.tb

The thick, waxy mycobacterial cell wall is an
exceptionally efficient barrier to protect M.tb both
against environmental and host related insults.
However, this relatively impermeable barrier also
poses a special challenge in terms of exchanging
vital virulence factors and metabolites with the
host. In order to meet the needs for permeability,
mycobacteria have evolved both general and
specialized transport systems across their cell
walls.
The observation that immunization with live
mycobacteria induces a higher degree of protection than killed bacilli formed the hypothesis
that secreted proteins from live bacteria are the
first antigens to be presented to the immune
system and that the induced immune response
might be associated with containment of infection
at early stages.96 Some proteins are exported
by general signal sequence dependent systems
such as the Sec (exporting Ag85B), the Sec2
and the twin-arginine translocation system, but
culture filtrates also contain many small highly
immunogenic proteins that lack signal sequences.
ESAT-6 is one such protein and it has become
a prototype of this group of secreted proteins.97
Their presence has been predicted in a wide range
of actinobacteria and gram-positive bacteria,
where they are exported via specialized systems
termed type VII secretion (T7S) systems. Among
mycobacteria the number of cellular T7S systems
varies but M.tb contains five paralogous esx loci
termed ESX-1 to ESX-5.21, 98, 99 So far knowledge
about the function of the ESX systems is limited,
but an increasing scientific interest, has resulted
in major advancements, especially within ESX-1,
which is the best described T7S system of M.tb.

1.3.1

ESX-1 as a model

ESX-1 is responsible for the secretion of ESAT-6
and the other prototypic ESX substrate, the 10kDa
culture filtrate protein (CFP-10). These two proteins are secreted as a tight 1:1 heterodimer and
are considered among the most important proteins
in the host-pathogen interaction.101, 102 The attenuated vaccine strain of M. bovis BCG lacks,
along with other non-virulent mycobacteria, the
entire esx-1 gene locus suggesting the secretion
of ESAT-6 and CFP-10 as a prerequisite for virulence.103, 104 Experimental evidence for this hypothesis was first obtained by showing that bacteria persisted longer in the organs of immunocompetent mice when the ESX-1 system was fully restored.105 Later it was shown that deletion of region of difference 1 (RD1)§ from virulent M.tb
resulted in attenuation of the ability to grow intracellularly in human macrophages106 and it is
now well-established that secretion ESAT-6/CFP10 is essential for the arrest of phagosome maturation.7, 107 ESX-1 is also attributed to suppression
of proinflammatory cytokine production108 and recruitment and aggregation of macrophages.109
Structurally, ESX-1 is made up of at least 10
genes spanning Rv3868-Rv3877 which includes
ESAT-6 (Rv3875) and CFP-10 (Rv3874). The
operon contains AAA-ATPases, chaperones, and
membrane proteins that together form an export
system.100 Genetic studies have proven that
Rv3868-Rv3872 as well as Rv3877 are essential
for ESX-1 function as their corresponding knockout mutants are unable to secrete ESAT-6 and CFP10.108, 110–113
Predicted function of the esx-1 gene products
include a membrane-associated protein (Rv3869),
a probable ATP-dependent chaperone (Rv3868)
that might facilitate correct dimerization of ESAT6/CFP-10116 and a dimeric membrane-bound ATPase (Rv3870+Rv3871).117 Rv3877 is another integral membrane protein99 that together with the
Rv3870/Rv3871 hetero dimer constitutes an ATP
dependent transporter of the ESX-1 system.108
Rv3872 is a secreted PE-protein whereas Rv3873

§

A genomic region that is absent in all BCG strains and
present in all M.tb strians. It encodes several proteins of
ESX-1
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is a PPE-protein¶ that is suggested to act as a
gating molecule that prevents premature ESAT6/CFP10 secretion.119 Finally, Rv3876 is a predicted proline-rich protein that is weakly related to
the putative chaperone (Rv3868). A scheme of the
ESX-1 secretion apparatus can be seen in Fig. 1.8
1.3.2

Iron metabolism and ESX-3

Besides ESX-1, only ESX-3 and ESX-5 have been
investigated and until recently, neither protein
export nor biological function had been reported
for these systems. ESX-3 consists of 11 proteins
spanning Rv0282-Rv0292 (see Tab. 1.2)
A first indication of the importance of ESX-3
was demonstrated in a genome-wide scan, where
cells with transposon insertions could be recovered
in all esx loci except for esx-3.120 This showed that
¶

PE- and PPE-proteins contain characteristic motifs of proline and glutamic acid and represent characteristic classes of
proteins with unknown function. They have been proposed
to be involved in antigenic variation and disease pathogenesis
and some members of the PE and PPE families are associated
with the esx gene cluster regions.21, 118

ESX-3 is needed for in vitro growth which agrees
with ESX-3 being conserved in all mycobacterial
species where sequence information is available.121 Also, several different stress conditions
are found to alter esx-3 gene expression such
as acid, hydrogen peroxide, nitric oxide, SDS,
stationary phase and biofilms rendering this loci
interesting in the search of latency antigens.122–125
ESX-3 is believed to be involved in iron and/or
zinc homeostasis as its expression is regulated
by the iron-dependent transcriptional repressor (IdeR)126 and by the zinc uptake repressor
(Zur)127 of M.tb. This is supported by the fact that
significant esx-3 upregulation is found under iron
limiting conditions and that esx-3 transcription
correlates with two other loci encoding enzymes
that synthesize an iron chelating siderophore.128
Iron is a vital co-factor for many enzymes and
due to its redox properties, it is required for many
biological pathways, e.g. in oxidative phosphorylation that is the first step of ATP generation.129
Upon M.tb infection the host seeks to protect itself

Figure 1.8: Model of the ESX-1 secretion apparatus based on bioinformatics and protein linkage maps. The
Rv3870/Rv3871 hetero dimer forms an ATP dependent transporter together with Rv3877 while Rv3873 act as a
channel gating protein. The chaperone, Rv3868, ensures correct hetero-dimerization of ESAT-6 and CFP-10 before
secretion. It is currently unkown whether a specific mechanism for transport through the cell wall exists. Modified
from Teutschbein et al.100
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Table 1.2: Overview of the eleven ESX-3 proteins and their relation to ESX-1 in terms of sequence identity and
sequence coverage. It is indicated where the proteins are expected to be located within the bacteria with ’m’ being
the membrane and ’s’ secreted. Protein sequence identities were obtained by making pairwise alignments with the
online EMBOSS Needle web server.114 Information about the possible function of the ESX-3 proteins was either
adapted from their respective ESX-1 homologues or gathered from the Tuberculist database.115

ESX-3

ESX-1

Rv0282
Rv0283
Rv0284
Rv0285
Rv0286
Rv0287
Rv0288
Rv0289
Rv0290
Rv0291
Rv0292

Rv3868
Rv3869
Rv3870+Rv3871
Rv3872
Rv3873
Rv3874
Rv3875
no match
Rv3877
no match
no match

Identity

Coverage

Information

39%
37%
33%+34%
34%
46%
35%
30%
27%
-

82%
93%
62%+52%
61%
35%
82%
88%
97%
-

Poss. chaperone
Poss. interaction with Rv0284
Poss. transporter
Poss. secreted PE protein
poss. ’gating’ PPE protein
CFP-10-like protein
ESAT-6-like protein (TB10.4)
Poss. DNA-binding protein
Poss. part of transporter complex
Poss. membrane-anchored protease
Unique within M.tb H37Rv

by restricting the amount of iron circulating in
the body and therefore the bacteria must compete
against the host supplies to fulfil its own requirements. Successful pathogens must thus be able to
succeed in stealing iron from their hosts and in order to do so, they have developed specialized iron
uptake systems that utilize siderophores. These
are small high-affinity iron chelators that once
secreted by the pathogen are able to acquire Fe3+
from host transport and storage proteins.130 Until
the beginning of this year, it was believed that the
siderophore pathway was the only mycobacterial
iron acquisition pathway for mycobacteria but
a new study identifying a novel heme transport
system (Rv0202c-Rv0207c)131 proved otherwise,
thereby stressing iron as a vital resource for M.tb.
M.tb synthesizes two siderophores; a cellassociated hydrophobic siderophore termed
mycobactin and a secreted form called carboxymycobactin. Although much has been learned
about the biosynthesis of these molecules132
the transport across the cell envelope is not
fully understood. Recent studies have shown
that two ABC transporters, IrtA (Rv1348) and
IrtB (Rv1349), are regulated by IdeR and that
these proteins are involved in utilization of the
ferric-siderophore complex.133
IrtA contains
an N-terminal substrate binding domain and
specifically exports carboxymycobactin while
IrtB forms a hetero dimer with Rv2895c that
functions as a two-component importer of ferriccarboxymycobactin.134 Rv2895c is believed to
serve as an, otherwise non-existing, substrate

Location

MW (kDa)

m
m
m
s
m
s
s
s
m
m
m

68.1
55.9
145.1
9.6
51.8
9.8
10.4
31.6
47.9
46.1
35.9

binding domain for IrtB that harbours the required
permease and ATPase domain. The three-protein
mediated export/import mechanism is sketched in
Fig. 1.9
In addition to these three proteins, ESX-3 has
been shown to be essential for the siderophore
mediated iron uptake.121 A recent study has
shown that ESX-3 indeed is an active secretion
system in M.tb and that it mediates the transport
of the ESAT-6 like substrates Rv0287 and Rv0288
(TB10.4).135 The mechanism by which ESX-3
facilitates iron uptake by the siderophore pathway
is still not known, but the study showed, that
ESX-3 is not involved in iron sensing as transcription levels of certain genes under IdeR regulation
are unaltered in ∆esx-3 M. smegmatis under iron
deprivation. They also proved that ESX-3 is
not involved in siderophore synthesis and proper
export, as the amount of siderophores in both
whole cell lysates and culture supernatants of
wild-type and ∆esx-3 mutants is the same. Instead
ESX-3 is believed to participate in the import of
iron bound siderophores. Whereas low growth
of a mutant deficient in producing siderophores
is rescued by adding purified mycobactin or
carboxymycobactin to the growth medium, neither
siderophores rescue ∆esx-3 mutant growth levels
in iron low medium. Thus, mycobacteria that
lacks ESX-3 are unable to utilize iron bound
mycobactin or carboxymycobactin.
ESX-3 can have both direct and indirect roles
in iron transport and there are three feasible
scenarios as to how ESX-3 might contribute to
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Figure 1.9: Three-protein model for siderophore mediated iron transport in M.tb. IrtA facilitates active transport
of siderophores and subsequent internalization of the iron bound siderophore is orchestred by the IrtB-Rv2895c
complex in an energy dependent manner. SIM is the siderophore interacting motif and SBD the substrate binding
domain of IrtA. First published by Farhana et al.134

siderophore utilization; (i) it exports or positions
mycobactin/carboxymycobactin binding proteins
in the cell wall that delivers the iron bound
siderophore to IrtB, (ii) it regulates the activity
of mycobactin/carboxymycobactin importer(s)
or (iii) it provides a mechanism for moving
compounds within or across the thick cell wall
barrier to modulate permeability.
The fact that iron assimilation plays such a
critical role in infection manifestation makes it one
of the key virulence determinants of M.tb.136, 137
Knowing that iron is absolute essential for mycobacterial growth indicates that ESX-3 must
be expressed during any form M.tb ’activity’,
including growth in the iron-replete conditions
of the granuloma, reactivation from latency and
active disease. This, in combination with the fact
that several other good T-cell antigens, such as
ESAT-6 and TB10.4, have been found in the esx
loci shows that ESX-3 is a highly relevant system
for antigen discovery.
To be relevant for the design of subunit vaccines,
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new antigens must meet a set of criteria. When
screening for relevant proteins in animal models,
the antigens need to be recognized by the immune
system, in order to provide the animals with a measurable protection against an M.tb challenge. The
next generation of vaccines must also be able to address the problem of latent stage of infections, and
target antigens are therefore preferably expressed
during latency or reactivation from it.
1.4

Aims of project

The main purpose of this Master thesis it to screen
the ESX-3 secretion system of M.tb for new vaccine candidates. The study is part of a series of experiments that serve to finalize the antigen discovery program at the Department of Infectious Disease Immunology, Statens Serum Institute. Two
crossed mice strains will be used for immunizations with six ESX-3 proteins in the CAF01 adjuvant. Focus is on characterizing the induced immune responses and to asses the protective efficacies of the vaccine antigens after mice have been
infected with M.tb. As a pilot study, mice are also

1.4 Aims of project

immunized with a combination of the ESX-3 antigens and H1 to see if additive or deleterious effects
are achieved.
To give a more complete picture of the vaccine
potential of ESX-3 antigens, their expression pattern in M.tb is evaluated by comparative western
blots on cell extracts from log-phase and nutrient
starved M.tb. The starved bacteria are in a nonor slow-growing state that is intended to mimic the
latent stage of an M.tb infection.138 The ESX-3
constituents are also screened for protein::protein
interactions to possibly obtain new information
about thier function.
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2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Recombinant Protein Production and Purification

Mycobacterial antigens for animal immunizations,
were produced in E. coli BL21 (DE3) with the
TM
pDEST 17 Gatewayr (Invitrogen) destination
vector (see App. A) containing the gene of interest
in fusion with a hexa histidine-tag (His-tag). After
expression, proteins were recovered and purified
with both His-tag affinity and ionexchange chromatography.
Expression Constructs
The coding region of the ESX-3 genes were PCR
amplified from M.tb H37Rv chromosomal DNA∗
TM
with either the ready-to-use iProof High-Fidelity
Master Mix (Bio-Rad) or Platinumr Pfx DNA
Polymerase (Invitrogen). For running conditions,
see Tab. 2.1.
Primers were used in concentrations of 0.5µM
with ∼200ng genomic template DNA. If the
annealing temperature of the first run was inefficient, a temperature gradient was run on the
thermocycler to find optimal annealing conditions
for that particular reaction. If that did not solve the
problem PCR Enhancer Solution (Invitrogen) was
added to concentrations of 0.5X-2X.
Primers flanking the genes, were designed
to introduce attB recombination sites for attB/P
recombination reaction (primer sequences are
TM
found in App. B). The pDONR201 Gatewayr
donor vector (see App. A) containing attP sites
was incubated with the PCR product in BP clonase
enzyme mix followed by a transformation of
competent E.coli DH5α. After isolating donor
plasmid DNA from E.coli DH5α, the gene of
interest was shuttled from the donor vector into
TM
the pDEST 17 destination vector using the
Gatewayr LR recombination reaction. The final
expression construct was then used to transform
competent E. coli BL21 (DE3). Positive transformants were identified on LB agar containing
50µg/ml Kanamycin and correct insertion of
expression construct was verified by small-culture
induction experiments or plasmid DNA sequencing.
∗

Expression
E. coli BL21 (DE3) bacteria containing the
expression constructs were transferred to LB
medium with 50µg/ml Kanamycin and incubated
O/N at 37◦ C, 200 rpm. This culture was diluted to
OD600 ∼0.1 and incubated until OD600 ∼ 0.5 where
protein expression was induced with arabinose in
final concentrations of 0.2% (w/v). After harvesting bacteria, protein was recovered from inclusion
bodies using the Bacterial Protein Extraction
Reagent (B-PER, Pierce). Soluble and insoluble proteins were separated by centrifugation
(27,000 x g, 15min) and pellet was dissolved in
B-PER reagent followed by 1h lysozyme/DNase-1
treatment (200µg/ml and 1mg/ml respectively).
Inclusion bodies were pelleted as before and
washed two times with 0.1M NaCl, 1mM EDTA
and 0.1% descholic acid, pH 8.0. After the last
wash, protein was dissolved in denaturing buffer
I (8M Urea, 100mM NaH2 PO4 , 10mM Tris-HCl,
pH 8.0).
Purification
The extracted protein was applied to a 5 ml
immobilized Streamline Chelating NiSO4 FPLC
column (Amersham Bioscience) on a ÂCTA FPLC
(Amersham Biosciences) with UV-detection at
280nm. Unbound protein was washed of with 5
column volumes (CV) denaturing buffer I and LPS
was removed with alternating washes between
2 x CV buffer 1 (50mM NaH2 PO4 , 3M Urea,
pH 8.0) and 2 x CV buffer 2 (60% isopropanol,
10mM Tris-HCl, 3M Urea, pH8.0) for a total 3 x
2 CV washes of each buffer. A 0-100% gradient
of 500mM Imidazol in denaturing buffer I was
used to elute the His-tagged protein over 20 CV.
Chosen fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE
before pooled and dialysed against denaturing
buffer II (3M Urea, 10mM Tris-HCL pH 8.5).
Proteins were furhter purified by Anionexchange chromatography on a 5 ml HiTrap Q
speharose column (GE Healthcare). Unbound
protein was washed off with 7 x CV of denaturing
buffer II, before protein was eluted over 10 x
CV with a 0-100% gradient of 1M NaCl in
denaturing buffer II. Fractions holding the protein
of interest were dialyzed against first 5%, then

Kindly provided by the mycobacterial department of SSI
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Table 2.1: Standard cycling conditions and reagent concentrations for PCRs in this work. These were modified
when specific genes required it.

Cycle Step

Temp.

Time

Cycles

iProof High-Fidelity Master Mix
Initial Denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Extension
Final Extension

98◦ C
98◦ C
TM +2◦ C
72◦ C
72◦ C

30s
10s
30s
30s/kbp
10 min

Pfx DNA Polymerase
Initial Denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Extension
Final Extension

94◦ C
94◦ C
TM +2◦ C
68◦ C
68◦ C

5min
15s
30s
1 min/kbp
10 min

Reagent

Final Conc.

TM

1
35

TM

iProof DNA Polymerase
iProof HF buffer
dNTPs

0.02U/µl
1X
0.2mM (each)

Pfx DNA Polymerase
Pfx buffer
dNTPs
MgSO4

0.02U/µl
1X
0.3mM (each)
1mM

1

1
35
1

1% and finally 0.1% acetic acid pH 2.6 over three
days. Protein concentrations were determined
by the NanoOranger Protein Quantitation Kit
(Invitrogen) before storage at -20◦ C.

anti-rabbit IgG Abs (Dako) for anti E.coli-blots.
Membrane was washed three times before 5-10
TM
min development in SigmaFAST BCIP/NBT
(Sigma Aldrich).

SDS-PAGE and Westernblots

2.2

Verification of successful expression/purification
was performed by coomassie stained 10-20% TrisGlycine SDS-PAGE gels (PAGErr Gold precast,
Lonza) and Western Blots. SDS-PAGE was done
according to Laemmli.139 For Western Blots,
vaccine antigens were separated by SDS-PAGE
and electroblottet for 45min at 200mA onto a
nitrocellulose membrane (Invitrogen). Free binding sites were blocked for 1h, room temperature
(RT) with 3% (w/v) milk powder in PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline; 2.7mM, 10mM Na2 HPO4 ,
1.5mM KH2 PO4 , 135mM NaCl, pH7.4) + 0.05%
Tween 20. The membrane was washed three times
in PBS supplemented with 1% milk poweder,
0.37M NaCl and 0.05% Tween 20 and incubated
O/N at 4◦ C with the primary Ab. To visualize Histagged protein, 0.2µg/ml anti-penta-His murine
mAbs (Qiagen) were used as primary Ab while
contamination by E.coli remnants was assessed
by using 13µg/ml polyclonal rabbit anti-E.coli
Abs (Dako). After incubation, the membrane was
washed three times as before and incubated for
1h at RT with secondary Abs; 1.2µg/ml Alkaline
phosphatase-conjugated polyclonal anti-murine
IgG Abs (Dako) for His-blots and 0.47µg/ml
Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated polyclonal

The study to identify mycobacterial interaction
partners of the ESX-3 proteins was performed with
recombinant Mycobacterium smegmatis (M.smg)
bacteria expressing M.smg homologues of the
ESX-3 proteins with a His-tag. This protein would
bind to its putative interaction partner(s) within the
bacterium and the protein complex can be recovered for mass spectrometry identification (MS) by
use of the His-tag.
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Protein Interaction study

M.smg Protein Expression
The recombinant ESX-3 protein homologues from
M.smg (designated Ms0615-0624 + Ms0626) were
expressed in fusion with a His-Tag using a T7
polymerase-based recombinant strain of M. smg.
Genes of the M.smg ESX-3 homologues
were PCR amplified from M.smg mc2 chromosomal DNA (provided by the mycobacterial department at SSI) and shuttled into the
TM
pDONR201 Gatewayr donor vector as described in Sec. 2.1 (for primer sequences, see
App. B). From here they were transferred into
the pDESTsmg destination vector (AddGene, see
App. A) for mycobacterial expression via the
Gatewayr LR recombination reaction. The final
expression constructs were amplified by trans-

2.3 Detection of ESX-3 Expression in M.tb

forming E.coli DH5α. After DNA recovery from
E.coli DH5α, expression constructs were electroporated into the M.smg mc2 4517 strain140 (kind
gift from W. R. Jacobs, Albert Einstein College of
Medicine). Preparation of M.smg competent cells
and electroporation procedures were performed
following published protocols.141, 142 In brief,
M.smg mc2 4517 bacteria were grown at 37◦ C,
250 rpm in 100ml selective 7H9/ADC/Tween
(comprising Middelbrook 7H9 (BD Pharmingen),
10% ADC (BD Pharmingen) and 0.05% Tween
80) untill OD600 ∼0.7. Harvested bacteria were
washed three times in 10% cold glycerol and
resuspended in 0.2ml 10% glycerol.
Single
aliquots of 40µl competent cells were transformed
with 1µl DNA and a further 260µl 10% glycerol
in 0.2cm cuvettes. Electroporation was performed
with a Bio-Rad GenePulser set at R = 1000Ω,
Q = 25µF and V = 2.5kV. Bacteria were immediately washed off with 1ml 7H9/ADC/Tween
80 and incubated for 3h at 37◦ C with shaking.
Positive clones were identified after 2-3 days of
growth on selective 7H11 Middelbrook agar (BD
Pharmingen).
For protein expression, a seeder culture was
made by growing transformed M.smg mc2 4517
bacteria in selective 7H9/ADC/Tween 80 medium
for three days at 37◦ C, 250rpm. Two types
of media were then inocculated with a 1:1000
dilution of the seeder culture; (i) enriched Sauton
medium (BD Pharmingen) with 0.05% Tween
80 or (ii) chelated enriched Sauton medium with
0.05% Tween 80 (see Siegrist et al.128 ). Chelated
(iron-replete) Sauton was included as growth
medium to increase expression native ESX-3 protein in M.smg. Recombinant protein expression
was induced the day after by adding IPTG to a
final concentration of 1mM and cultures were
harvested after 1 day of induction.

centrifugation (12,000 x g, 5 min) before applied to chelating His-affinity beads in a spin
TM
column from the ProFound His-Tag Pull-down
Kit (Pierce Biotechnology). Bound protein was
washed off with 5 x CV of TBS and eluted
by incubating with 290mM imidazole. To keep
protein::protein interactions intact, these elutions
were performed under non-denaturing conditions.
Eluted protein was precipitated with the 2D Cleanup Kit (GE Healthcare) before furhter analysis.
Protein elutes were visualized on an SDSPAGE gel (see Sec. 2.1 under ’SDS-PAGE and
Westernblots’) that was fixed in a mixture of
40% ethanol and 10% acetic (O/N, shake). Gel
was washed three times in 30% ethanol (10min,
shake) and treated with 0.8mM sodium thiosulphate (Na2 S2 O3 x 5H2 O) followed by three washes
in MilliQ H2 O (20s, shake). The gel was then
stained with 12mM silver nitrate in 37% formaldehyde (20 min, shake). After two washes in MilliQ
H2 O the gel was developed for 1-10min in 283mM
NaCO3 and 37% formaldehyde. Addition of 5%
acetic acid stopped the reaction, and gel was
washed with 30% ethanol (20 min, shake).
Preparation for protein identification by mass
spectrometry was performed by making a tryptic digest of eluted proteins under denaturing conditions. Peptides from the digestion were sequenced by LC MS/MS on an Orbitrap spectrometer (Bruker) and full-length protein sequences were
obtained by a search in the Mascot database. The
protein identification was performed by Ole Østergaard at SSI.

His-tag Pull Down MS

Anti-serum Western Blots

After mycobacterial protein expression in M.smg
mc2 4517 the His-tag was exploited to capture
the recombinant protein with its putative interaction partner. Harvested bacteria were washed in
Tris buffered Saline pH 7.2 (25mM Tris, 15M
NaCl) and lysed with 106µm glass beads (Sigma
Aldrich) on a beadbeater in one pulse of 5min
on 5000rpm. Resulting lysate was cleared by

Proteins from heat-inactivated log-phase and
starved M.tb H7Rv (see Sec. 2.4 under ’Bacteria’) were prepared for SDS-PAGE by boiling pelleted bacteria in reducing sample-buffer. Proteins
were electro-blottet from a 10-20% Tris-Glycine
gel (Lonza) onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Invitrogen) and Western Blotting was performed as
described in 2.1 under ’SDS-PAGE and Western-

2.3

Detection of ESX-3 Expression in M.tb

To obtain information about ESX-3 protein levels
in log-phase and starved M.tb, ESX-3 anti-serum
was developed in rats (see. Sec 2.4 ’Immunizations’). This was used for direct protein detection
in Western Blots and immunofluorescence.
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blots’. In brief, membranes were incubated O/N
at 4◦ C with a 1:1000 dilution of ESX-3 antiserum developed in rats. Non-specific interactions
of the Abs, were investigated by incubating with
different dilutions of anti-Rv0291 serum ranging
from 1:100 to 1:81.000. After three washes the
membrane was incubated with 1:3000 diluted Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated polyclonal anti-rat
Abs (Sigma Aldrich) for 1h at RT. Protein visualization was made by developing the membrane in
TM
SigmaFAST BCIP/NBT (Sigma Aldrich).
Immunofluorescence
Fluorescence microscopy was performed on
stained floccules of heat-inactivated log-phase and
starved M.tb H7Rv (see Sec. 2.4 under ’Bacteria’) to compare ESX-3 protein levels. The heatinactivated bacteria were washed by resuspending pellet in PBS after centrifugation (4300 x g,
5 min). Washed bacteria were then allocated to
flat-bottomed 96-well microtiter plates (Nunc) in
baceria/PBS (w/v) dilutions of 1:100, 1:1000 and
1:10,000. The bacteria were pelleted as before,
resuspended in a 1:100 dilution of ESX-3 antiserum (see Sec. 2.4) and incubated for 1h at RT.
Bacteria were then washed two times with PBS
and stained by incubating with a 1:30 dilution of
a FITC-conjugated anti-Rat IgG Ab (Invitrogen)
for 1h at RT. A staining control of bacteria resuspended in propidium was also included at this step.
After staining, the bacteria was washed two times
with PBS before investigated on an Olympus 1X71
Inverted Microscope using a blue excitation filter.
2.4

Animal Experiments

Two vaccination studies with different mice strains
were performed using the recombinant ESX-3 proteins (see Sec. 2.1 for protein production). These
experiments were designed to characterize the immune response pre- and post M.tb infection and
to investigate whether a combination of ESX-3
antigens and H1 improve immune-protection over
H1 vaccination only. Rats were used to develop
ESX-3 ant-serum used for Western Blots and immunofluorescence.

navia) while anti-serum against mycobacterial proteins was developed in 7-9 week old male Lewis
rats (Harlan Scandinavia). Non-infected animals
were housed in cages in appropriate animal facilities at Statens Serum Institute. Infected animals
were housed in cages contained within laminar
flow safety enclosures (Scantainer) in a separate
BSL-3 facility. All animals were fed radiation sterilized 2016 Global Rodent Maintenance diet (Harlan, Scandinavia) and water ad libitum. Animals
were kept in groups of 6-8 individuals and allowed
a 1-week rest after delivery before initiation of experiments.
The use of mice and rats was conducted in accordance with the regulations set by the Danish
Ministry of Justice and animal protection committees by Danish Animal Experiments Inspectorate
permit 2009/561-1655 and in compliance with European Community Directive 86/609. All animal
handling was done at Statens Serum Institute by
authorized personnel.
Bacteria
M.tb H37Rv and Erdman was grown at 37◦ C on
Middlebrook 7H11 (BD Pharmingen) agar or in
suspension in Sauton medium (BD Pharmingen)
enriched with 0.5% sodium pyruvate, 0.5% glucose, and 0,2% tween 80. BCG Danish strain 1331
was grown at 37◦ C in Middlebrook 7H9 medium
supplied with 10% ADC (BD Pharmingen). All
bacteria were stored at -80◦ C in growth medium
at ∼5x108 CFU/ml. Bacteria were washed in PBS
and diluted in PBS before immunizations and
infections.
For ESX-3 protein expression analysis by
Western Blots and immunofluorescence, M.tb
H37Rv were harvested in log-phase (after 12 days
of growth) or starved for six weeks. Starvation
was performed by resuspending washed bacteria
pellets in PBS before incubation in sealed flasks
at 37◦ C without shaking for six weeks. Bacteria
were heat-inactivation at 60◦ C for 2h before storage at -20◦ C. This work was done by authorized
personnel at Statens Serum Institute .

Animal Handling

Immunizations

Vaccination studies were performed with 7-9 week
old female C57BL/6xBALB/c F1 (CB6F1) and
C57BL/6xC3H (B6C3F1) mice (Harlan Scandi-

Mice were immunized subcutaneously (s.c.) three
times at the base of the tail with two-week intervals
(See App. C for an example of a full experimen-
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tal protocol for animal experiments [in Danish]).
Subunit vaccines containing 2µg of protein (+ 2µg
H1 when stated [H1 from SSI]) were formulated
in the CAF01 adjuvant (75µg/25µg DDA/TDB,
DDA; Sigma-Aldrich, TDB; Avanti Polar Lipids)
in a total volume of 200µl in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH
7.4. At the time of the first subunit vaccination,
a control group of mice received a single dose of
2.5x105 CFU of BCG Danish 1331/mice injected
s.c. at the base of the tail. Mice were challenged
with M.tb Erdman three weeks after the last subunit vaccination.
For generation of anti-serum, Lewis rats were
immunized three times (s.c.) at the base of the tail
and in the neck. The second and third vaccinations
were performed two and three weeks after the first
vaccination. Vaccines consisted of 15µg protein
formulated in a water-in-oil emulsion of 70% v/v
Montanide (SEPPIC, Laboratoire Elaiapharm) in a
total volume of 500µl. The preparation was mixed
and extruded by passing the mixture through a
1.2mm syringe (BD Pharmingen) ∼25 times before animal immunization. Serum was harvested
from blood by centrifugation (2000 x g, 10min)
one week after last immunization.
Experimental Infections
Mice were challenged by the aerosol route using
an inhalation exposure system (Glass-Col) with
5x106 CFU of M.tb Erdman/mouse (’low-dose’)†
and with 5x107 CFU M.tb Erdman/mouse (’highdose’) ‡ when mice received H1 vaccination. Mice
were killed six weeks after challenge in vaccination experiments. Numbers of bacteria in the lung
were determined by serial 3-fold dilutions of individual whole-organ homogenates on 7H11 agar.
Homogenates from BCG-vaccinated animals were
grown on 7H11 agar supplemented with 2µg of
2-thiophenecarboxylic acid hydrazide/ml to selectively inhibit the growth of residual BCG bacteria in test organs. Colonies were counted after 2-3
weeks of incubation at 37◦ C.
Lymphocyte Cultures
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
were purified from mice blood on a density gradient of mammal lympholyter cell separation media
(Cedarline Laboratories. Cells pooled from two
†
‡

Resulting in an avarege of 100 CFU/lung
Resulting in an avarege of 1000 CFU/lung

to six mice in each group were cultured in microtiter wells (96-well plates; Nunc) with 200µl
RPMI 1640 L-Glutamine(+) (Invitrogen) supplemented with 1% (v/v) of a penicillin-streptomycin
solution (Invitrogen), and 10% (v/v) fetal calve
serum (FCS). Plates were incubated at 37◦ C in 5%
CO2 . For IFNγ ELISA each well contained 2x105
cells while cells for flow cytometry were kept at
abconcentration of 106 cells/well. Mycobacterial
Ags for re-stimulation were all used in concentrations of 2µg/ml and 0.2µg/ml for ELISA and
2µg/ml for flow cytometry. Wells containing cells
in medium only were included in all experiments
for negative controls.
Splenocyte and lung lymphocyte cultures were
obtained by passing organs through a 100µm nylon
cell strainer (BD Falcon) followed by two washing procedures. These were performed by pelleting
cells at 900 x g, 5min before resuspending them in
RPMI medium. Cultures were grown as described
for blood lymphocytes above.
All cells were counted prior to culturing either
by an improved Neubauer hemacytometer or with
an automatic NucleoCounter (Chemometec). For
INF-γ ELISA all cultures were grown in triplicates
and supernatants were harvested after ∼72h of incubation.
IFNγ and IgG ELISA
For IFNγ ELISA, microtiter plates (96 well; Maxisorb; Nunc) were coated with 1µg/ml monoclonal rat anti-murine IFNγ (clone R4-6A2; BD
Pharmingen) in carbonate buffer (15mM Na2 CO3 ,
35mM NaHCO3 , 0.1hphenol red, pH 9.6) at
4◦ C O/N. Free binding sites were blocked with
2% (w/v) milk powder for 2h, RT in PBS and
plates were washed three times in PBS with
2% Tween 20. Samples of supernatants from
PBMCs, spleen and lung lymphocyte cultures
were mixed 1:8 with 2% BSA in PBS and incubated on the plates for 2h. After three times washing, plates were incubated for 1h with 0.1µg/ml
biotin-labelled rat anti-murine IFNγ antibodies
(mAb; clone XMG1.2; BD Pharmingen). Plates
were washed three times again and incubated
with 0.35µg/ml horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
streptavidin (Zymed) for 30min at RT. After five
washes, enzyme reactions were developed with
3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB plus, readyto-use; Kementec) and stopped with 0.2M H2SO4.
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rIFNγ (BD Pharmingen) was used as standard in
a 2-fold dilution series starting from 5000pg/ml
ending at 39pg/ml pg/ml. Plates were read at
450nm with 620nm correction on a TECAN sunrise ELISA-reader and data was analyzed with
TM
Magellan v6.6 software (TECAN).
For rat serum IgG ELISA, microtiter plates
were coated with 1µg/ml of the ESX-3 recombinant proteins in carbonate buffer at 4◦ C O/N.
After blocking, plates were inbubated for 1h,
RT with serum in a 4-fold dilution series going from 10X to 163,840X. After three washes,
plates were incubated with a 1:3000 dilution of
alkaline phosphatase-conjugated polyclonal antirat Abs (Sigma Aldrich, conc. not specified).
After five washes, enzyme reactions were develTM
oped with SigmaFAST p-Nitrophenyl Phosphate
(Sigma Aldrich) and stopped with 3M NaOH.
Plates were read at 405nm.
Flow Cytometry
Cells were isolated from spleen or lungs of mice
as described in Sec. 3.6 under ’Lymphocyte Cultures’. ∼1x106 cells were stimulated for 1h with
5µg/ml anti-CD28 (Clone 37.51), 5µg/ml antiCD49d (clone MFR4.B) 2µg/ml Ag and subsequently incubated for 6h with 10µg/ml brefeldin A
TM
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.35% (v/v) GolgiStop (BD
Pharmingen) at 37◦ C. Thereafter, cells were stored
at 4◦ C O/N without prior washing. The following day, cells were washed by discarding supernants after centrifugation at 860 x g, 3min, 4◦ C)
and resuspension cells in FACS buffer (PBS with
1% FCS). Cells were then stained in 1h, RT for
surface markers using 0.2µg/ml anti-CD4 or antiCD44 monoclonal Abs (Clone GK1.5 and IM7).
After washing, cells were permeabilized using
the Cyto-fix/Cytoperm kit (BD Pharmingen) according to the manufacturers instructions. Intracellular staining was performed by resuspending
cells in 0.2µg/ml anti-IFNγ, anti-TNFα, anti-IL2 or anti-IL-17a, mAbs (clone XMG1.2, MP6XT22, JES6-5H4 and eBio17B7 (eBioscience), respectively) and incubating for 1h, RT. All antibodies were from BD pharmingen unless stated
otherwise and conjugated with either fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC), phycoerythrin (PE), PECy7, peridinin-chlorophyll-protein complex conjugated to indodicarbocyanine (PerCp-Cy5), allophycocyanin (APC) or APC-Cy7. After washing,
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cells were resuspended in FACS buffer for immediate flow cytometric analysis.
The flow cytometric analysis was done on a
FACSCanto cytometer (BD Biosciences) using
FACSDiva software for PC. The data analysis was
done with FlowJo v.8.8.6, Pestle v.1.6.2 and Spice
v. 4.3 software for Macintosh, where the cytokine
profile of CD4+ CD44hi T cells§ was examined.
For gating of cells see Fig. 2.1.
Statistical Analysis
To quantify the protective efficacy of the ESX3 vaccine antigens against Mt.b, bacterial CFUs
were log10 -transformed before statistical analysis. A One-Way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was used for comparison of groups immunized
with ESX-3 protein, BCG, H1 and non-immunized
mice. Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test was
used for comparison of individual groups (to
the naive/H1 vaccinated group that was aerosol
infeceted at the same point), where P<0.05
was considered significant (*P<0.05, **P<0.01,
***P<0.001). This approach for statistical analysis was also used when comparing IFNγ levels in
ELISA data.

§

CD44 is up-regulated following lymphocyte activation and
serves as a marker for activated T cells. These are termed
CD44 high expression (CD44hi) cells143
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Figure 2.1: Example of the gating used in the flow cytrometric assay of this work. Cells are splenocytes from
B6C3F1 mice immunized with H1 and these are stimulated with H1 in the example. The gatings (pink line) were
made in the order 1. singlets, 2. Lymphocytes and 3. CD4 T cells (APC-Cy7). From the CD4+ cells, CD44hi T
cells were identified by choosing FITC on the x-axis. The percentage of CD4 T cells being CD44hi and producing
either 4. IFNγ, 5. TNFα, 6. IL-2 or 7. IL-17 was then obtained by drawing a square gate when choosing either
PeC7, PE, APC or PerCP-Cy5.5 on the y-axis. Data visualized by FlowJo v.8.8.6.
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Results

3.1

Recombinant Protein Production

For animal immunizations recombinant proteins
from the ESX-3 secretion system of M.tb were
produced in E.coli. Expression was done for
nine out of eleven proteins from ESX-3, while
stocks of the remaining two, Rv0287 and Rv0288,
were available at SSI∗ . Out of the nine proteins,
five proteins (Rv0283, Rv0285, Rv0289, Rv0291
and Rv0292) were successfully recovered and
purified in sufficient amounts (Tab. D.1 in App.
D). Positive transformants were obtained for all
genes, except Rv0292 and Rv0284, but extensive
degradation and low expression of Rv0286 and
Rv0290 resulted in insufficient yields for further
use (See Fig. D.1 in App. D). These are both
membrane proteins.
After induction of protein expression, proteins
were recovered from inclusion bodies and applied
to a His-affinity column. As an example, Rv0289
is chosen to show the processes during purification
but documentation for the purification of other
proteins can be found in App. E. In Fig. 3.1(a,b)
is shown a UV-chromatogram from the affinity
purification of Rv0289 as well as SDS-PAGE
analysis of elutes with protein (indicated by peaks
in the chromatogram). Fractions for further purification were selected to obtain as much protein as
possible while limiting contamination. In case of
Rv0289 fractions #10-16 were chosen.
Anion exchange was performed to remove
remaining protein contamination and LPS from
E.coli. Fractions were selected based on the same
criteria as before. Fig. 3.1(c,d) shows the chromatogram from the anion exchange of Rv0289
and the following selection from SDS-PAGE
analysis. Fractions #19-21 were chosen for animal
immunizations.

proteins are only moderately degraded except for
Rv0283 that has multiple degradation bands (Fig.
3.2(a)). After purification, minor contamination by
E.coli remnants are observed for membrane proteins Rv0283, Rv0291 and Rv0292 (Lanes 1,2 and
9 in Fig. 3.2(b)). However, all proteins were clean
enough to enter the vaccine experiments.
3.2

ESX-3 Proteins as Vaccine Antigens

To characterize immune responses and the ability
of ESX-3 proteins to protect against M.tb aerosol
challenge, mice were immunized with ESX-3
antigens in the CAF01 adjuvant. Animals were
vaccinated three times with an ESX-3 protein
alone or with a combination of H1 and an ESX-3
protein. Spleen and blood was screened for
induced immune responses pre-infection while
immune responses were also read from lungs after
aerosol infection with M.tb. Immune-readout was
done in the lungs after challenge, as there are few
T cells in the lungs before infection† .
The level of IFNγ secretion was assessed by
antigenic stimulation of lymphocyte cultures while
flow cytometry was performed to characterize
the immune response in further detail. Vaccine
protective efficacies were determined by counting
colony forming units (CFUs) in the lungs of
infected animals.
3.2.1

Vaccine Induced Responses

All proteins went through a purification process
similar to Rv0289 after which purity and degradation levels were assessed by Western Blots. Fig.
3.2 shows an anti-His and an anti-E.coli Western Blot of the seven proteins used in the animal immunization experiments. It is seen that the

Mice of two different strains were divided into
groups according to the vaccine antigen they were
given and three weeks after the last immunization
two animals in each group were sacrificed. Spleens
and blood was pooled within the group and lymphocyte cultures were stimulated with single proteins to determine IFNγ levels in the supernatants
by ELISA (Tab. 3.1).
With a few exceptions, responses from PBMCs
and spleen are equally strong. Immunization with
Rv0283 and Rv0287 generates strong immune responses in both CB6F1 and B6C3F1 in blood as
well as spleen. Rv0285 displays low immunogenicity and give only small splenic responses with
the highest IFNγ level in B6C3F1 mice that did not
receive H1 vaccination. Rv0289 is also low im-

∗

†

A truncated version of Rv0284 consisting of the last 127
amino acids was also available but this was only used for
generating antiserum in rats.

T cells are primed in the spleen (and lymph nodes) after
which they circulate in the blood. From here they enter the
lungs when the M.tb infection generates inflammation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: Protein purification of recombinant Rv0289 from E.coli. (a) In the UV-chromatogram of the His-tag
affinity purification are fractions for SDS-PAGE analysis indicated by arrows. These are visualized on a coomassie
stained gel in (b). Lane 1: std., 2: inclusion body material, 3-5: fractions #2-4 (flow through), 6-15: fractions
#9-17 (protein elution) and 15: std. Samples were diluted 1:5 in sample buffer (except lanes 6 and 14 that were 1:2
dilutions) before loading onto the gel. In the UV-chromatogram from anion exchange of Rv0289 (c) are fractions
for SDS-PAGE analysis in (d) indicated by arrows. Lane 1: std., 2: fraction #9 (flow through), 3-10: fractions
#18-25 (protein elution) and 11: std. Samples were diluted 1:2 in reducing sample buffer before loading onto the
gel.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Western Blots visualizing (a) His-tagged protein and (b) E.coli protein contamination of purified recombinant ESX-3 protein samples. Blots were made from identical SDS-PAGE gels loaded with 1µg protein. Lane
1: Rv0292, 2: Rv0291, 3: std., 4: Rv0289, 5: Rv0288 (TB10.4), 6: Rv0287, 7: Rv0285, 8: Rv0284(truncated), 9:
Rv0283 and 10:std.
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Table 3.1: Vaccine-induced immune responses in animals three weeks after immunization. The table shows antigen
specific IFNγ release from in vitro stimulated lymphocyte cultures from vaccinated mice of two different strains.
Spleen and Blood was taken from two animals in each vaccination group and pooled before analysis. IFNγ levels
are binned into four categories based on well-known immune responses from the single protein-constituents of
H56;95 Rv2660 defines ’low’(+) responses; 100-1000pg/ml, ESAT-6 ’moderate’(++) responses; 1000-5000pg/ml
and Ag85B ’high’ (+++) responses; > 5000pg/ml. IFNγ levels between 0-100pg/ml define non-detectable responses
(n.d.) while (-) means ’not measured’. Animals are separated according to whether or not they also received H1
vaccination. All antigens were formulated in the CAF01 adjuvant before immunizations.
CB6F1 mice
PBMC
Spleen
÷H1
+H1 ÷H1
+H1
+++ / +++ +++ / +++
n.d. / n.d.
+
/
+
+++ /
+++ /
+
/ +++
++
/
++
+++ / +++ +++ / +++
+++ / +++ +++ / +++

ses to the individual components of H1 (ESAT6 and Ag85B) are detected regardless of vaccination with an ESX-3 antigen.
In summary
Rv0283, Rv0287, Rv0291 and Rv0292 give high
IFNγ responses whereas Rv0289 and in particular
Rv0285, give smaller responses.
Flow cytometry was also performed on lymphocyte cultures from the spleens of vaccinated
mice. This was done to examine the cytokine profile of the vaccine-induced immune responses in
more detail. Measured responses, however, were
not strong enough to analyse co-expression of different cytokines and hence too small to address
T cell polyfunctionality. Instead expression of
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munogenic, but with stronger responses than observed for Rv0285. There is also a tendency for H1
vaccination to enhance the Rv0289 response which
is most pronounced in PBMCs from CB6F1. This
picture is reversed when looking at Rv0291 immunized B6C3F1 mice. Here the Rv0291-specific
responses are lower when mice also receive H1
vaccination (see Fig. 3.3(a)), while responses in
CB6F1 mice are consistently high. Rv0292 show
high immunogenicity in both mice strains but responses in B6C3F1 mice are enhanced by H1
vaccination though this is not statistically significant with three sample replicates (Fig. 3.3(b)).
From Fig. 3.3 it is also seen that high respon-

R

Antigen
Rv0283
Rv0285
Rv0287
Rv0289
Rv0291
Rv0292

B6C3F1 mice
PBMC
Spleen
÷H1
+H1 ÷H1
+H1
+++ / +++ +++ /
++
n.d. / n.d.
++
/ n.d.
+++ /
++
/
+
/
+
+
/
++
+++ / n.d.
+++ /
++
++
/
++
++
/ +++

(b)

Figure 3.3: Immune responses in splenocytes of mice three weeks after vaccination. Spleens were taken from
two animals in each vaccination group and pooled before analysis. Antigen specific IFNγ release was measure by
ELISA in splenocytes cultures of B6C3F1 mice vaccinated with (a) Rv0291 or (b) Rv0292 +/- an additional H1
vaccination. Data points are mean values of three replicates and error bars indicate standard error of mean (SEM).
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test.
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Figure 3.4: Cytokine expression of in vitro stimulated lymphocytes isolated from spleens of mice vaccinated with
ESX-3 antigens. The expression levels is given as a multiplication between the fraction of CD4 T cells expressing
a cytokine and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) for these cells. Antigen expressing cells were all of a CD44hi
phenotype (data not shown).

IFNγ, TNFα, IL-2 and IL-17 was analysed independently of each other. This was done by multiplying the fraction of cytokine producing cells with
their mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) yielding a
measure for ’total cytokine expression’ (Fig. 3.4).
Antigen-specific CD4 T cell responses towards
the ESX-3 proteins are only detectable in animals that did not receive an H1 vaccination. In
the CB6F1 mouse, recall with Rv0285 does not
lead to cytokine expression, correlating with the
low response observed in the IFNγ ELISA assay (Tab. 3.1). Stimulation with the other vaccine antigens gives responses with high TNFαmagnitudes. In concordance with observations
from IFNγ ELISA, responses from Rv0289 are
weaker than for Rv0283, Rv0287, Rv0291 and
Rv0292 that all induce substantial expression of
IFNγ, TNFα and IL-2. Of these only Rv0283,
Rv0287 and Rv0291 give rise to detectable levels
IL-17 expression.
In the B6C3F1 mouse, CD4 T cell responses
are much lower than for CB6F1 and only Rv0287
give rise to a substantial response. This is characterized by both IFNγ and TNFα expression but
IL-2 and IL-17 cytokine expression is not induced
at significant levels for any of the ESX-3 antigens
in B6C3F1.
Remaining mice that were not sacrificed to investigate vaccine-induced immune responses preinfection, were challenged with M.tb.
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3.2.2

Responses after M.tb Infection

After aerosol challenge with M.tb, blood and lungs
were pooled from six animals while spleens were
taken from three animals per group. Lymphocyte
cultures were stimulated with single proteins to determine IFNγ levels in culture supernatants and to
follow expression of IFNγ, TNFα and IL-2 by flow
cytometry. Challenge dosage was different according to whether or not animals received H1 and data
are hence treated separately.
Animals Immunized with ESX-3 Ags Only
In Tab. 3.2 is seen IFNγ release upon antigen stimulation of lymphocytes cultures from mice vaccinated with an ESX-3 protein after ’low dose’
M.tb infection. It is noticed that splenic responses in general are weaker than for PBMCs and
lung. Rv0283 is recognized with moderate to weak
responses in blood and spleens of CB6F1 mice
and surprisingly no responses in the lungs. In
B6C3F1 on the other hand, recall with Rv0283
yields higher IFNγ levels in all organs indicating
a difference from before infection where this antigen was equally immunogenic in both mice strains.
The weak responses toward Rv0285 observed in
the spleen before infection are now found in blood
and lungs of B6C3F1 mice whereas no responses
are measured in CB6F1 mice. Rv0287 and Rv0289
induce IFNγ secretion in both mice strains with
highest responses in lungs of B6C3F1. Comparing
immune responses toward Rv0289 before and af-

3.2 ESX-3 Proteins as Vaccine Antigens
Table 3.2: Immune responses six weeks after ’low dose’ M.tb aerosol infection in mice vaccinated with a single
ESX-3. The table shows antigen specific IFNγ release from in vitro stimulated lymphocyte cultures from two
different mice strains. Blood and lungs were pooled from six animals while spleens were taken from three animals
in each vaccination. IFNγ levels are binned into four categories as in Tab. 3.1. All antigens were formulated in the
CAF01 adjuvant before immunizations.
CB6F1 mice
PBMC Spleen Lung
++
+
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
+
+
++
+
+
++
++
+
++
+++
+
++

Antigen
Rv0283
Rv0285
Rv0287
Rv0289
Rv0291
Rv0292

Non-vacc.

Rv0287

Rv291

1.0
0.8

Non-vacc.
Rv0287
Rv0291

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

IFNg +
IL-2
+
TNFa +
Pie Slice

+
+
-

+
+

+
-

+
+

+
-

+

-

ter challenge (Tabs. 3.1 and 3.2), indicates a slight
amplification of the Rv0289 response after infection with M.tb. There are also responses toward
Rv0291 and Rv0292 in both mice strains with
magnitudes from strong to moderate in PBMCs
and lungs. These relatively high responses have
been preserved throughout the six weeks of M.tb
infection.
In the flow cytometic analysis of lymphocytes
isolated from the infected animals, Rv0287 and
Rv0291 induced detectable frequencies of cytokine expressing cells rendering an analysis of cytokine co-expression possible (Fig. 3.5). Vaccination with either of the two antigens gives rise to immune responses characterized by high frequencies
of TNFα+ , TNFα+ IL-2+ and IFNγ+ TNFα+ IL2+ CD4 T cells compared to the response from
non-vaccinated mice. This was a recurring motif between the responses that could be detected
for the ESX-3 vaccinated animals, though most
of these responses were much lower and therefore exposed to more background influence (data

B6C3F1 mice
PBMC Spleen Lung
++
+++
+++
+
n.d.
++
+
++
+++
+
+
+++
+
++
+++
+++
+
++

Figure 3.5: Multiple cytokine analysis of in vitro
stimulated lymphocytes isolated from lungs of
B6C3F1 mice vaccinated with either Rv0287 or
Rv0291 six weeks after M.tb challenge. The barplot
depicts the frequency of antigen specific CD44hi CD4
T cells producing IFNγ, TNFα or IL-2. The cytokine profile for individual cells was measure by
flow cytometry and after subtracting the background
(non-stimulated cells), all possible combinations of
cytokine expression (subpopulations) were tabulated.
Pie charts show the relative contribution of each subpopulation to the responding T cell population. For
simplicity, IL-17 was omitted from the analysis and
data is shown as a summation over IL-17. That is,
cells were distributed to the eight different subpopulations regardless of whether they produced IL-17 or
not. The IFNγ− TNFα− IL-2− subpopulation (purple)
represents IL-17 single producers.

not shown). The infection driven response (observed in non-vaccinated animals in Fig. 3.5), is
dominated by large populations of IFNγ+ TNFα+
and IFNγ+ single positive CD4 T cells. Vaccination with Rv0287 and Rv0291 thus induce a much
higher proportion of less differentiated T cells than
a natural M.tb infection (see Fig. 1.6 for T cell differentiation model.
Animals Immunized with ESX-3 Ags + H1
Mice that received H1 vaccination, were infected
with a ’high dose’ challenge that was ten times
higher than the one given to animals that were
only vaccinated with ESX-3 antigens. Observing IFNγ release from stimulated lymphocytes cultures of these animals reveals significant differences from the responses observed before infection
(3.3). Except for responses against Rv0283 and
Rv0292 in CB6F1 mice, ESX-3 responses are all
lower after animals were infected. Most responses are non-detectable or low and only responses
from Rv0283, Rv0291 and Rv0292 in CB6F1 are
37

3. Results
Table 3.3: Immune responses six weeks after ’high dose’ M.tb aerosol infection in mice vaccinated with an ESX-3
antigen plus H1. Table shows antigen specific IFNγ release from in vitro stimulated lymphocyte cultures from two
different mice strains. Blood and lungs were pooled from six animals while spleens were taken from three animals
in each vaccination. IFNγ levels are binned into four categories as in Tab. 3.1. All antigens were formulated in the
CAF01 adjuvant before immunizations.

Antigen
Rv0283
Rv0285
Rv0287
Rv0289
Rv0291
Rv0292

CB6F1 mice
PBMC Spleen Lung
+++
n.d.
+
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
+
n.d.
+
+
n.d.
++
n.d.
n.d.
+++

higher which applies to both PBMCs, spleens and
lungs in either mouse strain.
Vaccine induced responses from H1, on the
other hand, are completely preserved during infection with high IFNγ responses toward both Ag85B
and ESAT-6. This means that vaccination with
an ESX-3 antigen on top of H1 does not compromise H1-specific responses, which also is immediately realized from Fig. 3.6. A direct com-

B6C3F1 mice
PBMC Spleen Lung
+
+
+
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
+
+
n.d.
+
n.d.
+

parison between the group that only received H1
vaccination and groups that also received an ESX3 antigen, shows no significant variations. It is
also clear that the infection driven response toward ESAT-6 (observed in non-vaccinated animals) is different from the responses in vaccinated
mice. It is characterized by a high proportion
of IFNγ+ TNFα+ double positive and a smaller
population of IFNγ+ single positive CD4 T cells,

ESAT-6 in lungs of B6C3F1
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Figure 3.6: Multiple cytokine analysis of the ESAT-6 responses in H1 vaccinated animals six weeks after M.tb
challenge. The barplot depicts the frequency of ESAT-6 specific CD4 T cells (CD44hi ) producing IFNγ, TNFα
or IL-2. Responses were measured from in vitro stimulated lymphocytes isolated from lungs of B6C3F1 mice
immunized with H1 + one of the different ESX-3 antigens in CAF01. The cytokine profile for individual cells
as was measured with flow cytometry and after subtracting the background (non-stimulated cells), all possible
combinations of cytokine expression (subpopulations) were tabulated. Pie charts show the relative contribution
of each subpopulation to the responding T cell population. For simplicity, IL-17 was omitted from the analysis
and data is shown as a summation over IL-17. That is, cells were distributed to the eight different subpopulations
regardless of whether or not they produced IL-17. The IFNγ− TNFα− IL-2− subpopulation (purple) represents IL-17
single producers.
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The magnitudes of the immune responses induced
against the ESX-3 proteins during a natural infection, were investigated both six weeks and one year
after M.tb challenge. This was done by measuring the IFNγ levels in cultures of in vitro simulated
lymphocytes isolated from lungs or blood of infected CB6F1 mice.
After six weeks of infection, a high response
can be observed against Rv0288 while Ag85B and
ESAT-6 are also recognized with substantial IFNγ
responses (Fig. 3.7). Rv0285 and Rv0287 give
rise to small IFNγ levels, but no responses can be
detected for Rv0289, Rv0291 and Rv0292. The
same antigens are recognized in infected mice of
the B6C3F1 strain except for Rv0285 that does
not give rise to any response here (Fig. D.2 in
App. D). A comparison between the responses
after six weeks and one year of infection (Fig.
3.8), shows that the responses toward Rv0285 and
Rv0288 are preserved and a significant response
against Rv0283 has developed. Again, no significant responses are seen against Rv0289, Rv0291
and Rv0292 and the Rv0287-specific response is
not significant after one year of infection either.
From Fig. 3.8(b) it is evident that these observations are specific for TB, since ESX-3 antigen recall in Chlamydia infected mice does not give rise
to IFNγ secretion, except for a minor IFNγ level
for Rv0283. Chlamydia infected mice were preferred for control responses as their immune systems were active compared to naive mice that have
never met foreign antigens.
In summary, Rv0288, Ag85B and ESAT-6
are immunodominant antigens that induce high responses during M.tb infection. Rv0283-specific responses are only observed later in the infection.
Immune responses against Rv0289, Rv0291 and
Rv0292 are not induced by a natural infection, and
they are therefore positioned low in the ’immune
hierachy’ of M.tb as subdominant antigens.

R

3.2.3

ESX-3 Recall after six weeks of TB

INFg pg/ml

whereas CD4 T cells from H1 vaccinated animals
are dominated by IFNγ+ TNFα+ IL-2+ , TNFα+ IL2+ and TNFα+ subtypes. This shows that T cells
in non-vaccinated animals are more differentiated
than H1 immunized animals, even though H1 vaccinated mice were given a ten times higher challenge dose.

Figure 3.7: Antigen specific IFNγ release of lymphocytes isolated from lungs of CB6F1 mice six
weeks after aerosol challenge with 5x106 CFU of
M.tb Erdman/mouse (n=6 per group). Data points
are mean values of three replicates and error bars
indicate standard error of mean (SEM). *P<0.05,
**P<0.01, ***P<0.001 using one-way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test with ’Ag’ as control.

3.2.4

Protective Efficacies

The ability of the ESX-3 proteins to protect mice
against M.tb was addressed by collecting lungs
from immunized mice six weeks after challenge.
Lung homogenates were incubated on agar and
bacterial CFUs were counted after two weeks of
growth. Mice were divided into different aerosol
rounds and due to the inherent risk of variations in
M.tb doses, CFUs should only be compared within
each round. Bacterial counts for animals that received vaccination by an ESX-3 antigen, are found
in Fig. 3.9.
The first thing to be noticed when observing CFUs for the CB6F1 mice, is how well BCG
protects (Fig. 3.9(a)). The protective efficacy
is evaluated by comparing the log10 CFU to that
of the non-vaccinated group and so BCG protects
with 1.26 log10 . BCG is for that reason often
used as a golden standard in TB vaccine development and neither of the ESX-3 antigens included
in this study, are able to give comparable protection levels. Animals vaccinated with Rv0285 or
Rv0283 are not significantly protected despite vaccination with Rv0283 cause a CFU reduction of
0.32 log10 . Of the antigens that do confer significant protection, Rv0292 is the most noticeable
with a CFU reduction of 0.72 log10 . Animals vaccinated with Rv0287, Rv0289 and Rv0291 are also
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Figure 3.8: Antigen specific IFNγ release after antigen recall in PBMCs from CB6F1 mice (a) app. one year
after aerosol challenge with 5x106 CFU of M.tb Erdman/mouse or (b) four weeks after a nasal challenge with
1x106 inclusion forming units (IFU) of Chlamydia trachomatis SvD/mouse. Blood was pooled from 11 mice in
each group. Data points are mean values of three replicates and error bars indicate standard error of mean (SEM).
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test with ’-Ag’ as
control.

protected with significant CFU reductions of 0.45
log10 for Rv087 and 0.47 log10 for both Rv0289
and Rv0291.
In the B6C3F1 mouse the picture is markedly
different and the protection level for BCG is considerably lower (Fig. 3.9(b)). In this mouse,
Rv0283 confers significant protection with 0.39
log10 CFU, but there are no significant differences

between any of the other ESX-3 proteins and nonvaccinated animals. However, the non-vaccinated
group in aerosol round 2 displays a very low bacterial count and CFUs from vaccinated animals are
unexpectedly similar to or even higher than this.
This indicates that something went wrong and consequently, data from this aerosol round do not form
basis for further conclusions.
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Figure 3.9: Bacterial numbers in lungs of individual mice of (a) the CB6F1 strain and (b) the B6C3F1 strain six
weeks after M.tb challenge (n=6 per group). Animals were divided into two different aerosol rounds and protective
efficacies of the ESX-3 antigens are evaluated by comparing CFUs to that of the non-vaccinated groups. Data
points are mean values and error bars indicate standard error of mean (SEM). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001
using one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test with non-vaccinated groups as control.
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Figure 3.10: Bacterial numbers in lungs of individual mice of (a) the CB6F1 strain and (b) the B6C3F1 strain six
weeks after ’high dose’ M.tb challenge (n=6 per group). Mice were vaccinated with H1 along with an antigen from
ESX-3 before challenge. The H1 + Rv0283 vaccinated group is not included here, as these animals mistakenly
were given a different M.tb challenge dose. Data points are mean values and error bars indicate standard error of
mean (SEM). One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test was performed with the H1 vaccinated
goup as control without finding significant differences.

Bacterial counts in lungs of mice that, beside
an ESX-3 antigen, also were vaccinated with H1,
shows that none of the tested antigens are able to
improve the protection induced by H1 (Fig. 3.10).
In CB6F1, all groups except for one have CFUs
around 4.25 (Fig. 3.10(a)). Animals that were vaccinated with H1 and Rv0291, on the other hand,
have a considerably higher bacterial load. This is
not statistical significant, but the same tendency is
found in the B6C3F1 mouse strain (Fig. 3.10(b)).
In this mouse, Rv0285 vaccination also influences
the protection, as CFU levels for H1 + Rv0285 vaccinated animals on average are 0.38 log10 higher
than for animals that only received H1. It thus
appears that Rv0285 and Rv0291 may somehow
impede the protective immunity induced by H1,
while vaccination with the rest of the ESX-3 proteins leaves H1 protection levels unaffected.
3.3

Protein::Protein Interactions in ESX-3

Mycobacterium smegmatis (M.smg) is often used
as a non-virulent model organism for M.tb. To investigate putative interaction partners of the ESX3 proteins, M.smg homologues of the ESX-3 proteins from M.tb were homologously expressed in a
recombinant M.smg strain. The in-fusion His-tag
of the recombinant protein, enabled recovery and
subsequent analysis of the putative protein com-

plexes.
All eleven proteins were successfully amplified
by PCR and shuttled into the pDESTsmg destination vector for mycobacterial expression (>50
E.coli DH5α colonies were observed, data not
shown). However, electroporation into M.smg
yielded only colonies from bacteria transformed
with the expression construct for Ms0616 (Rv0283
homologue). Consequently, as time did not allow optimization of the electroporation procedure,
Ms0616 was the only protein that was included in
the protein::protein interaction study.
Protein induction was performed in liquid cultures and protein expression was confirmed by a
His-Western Blot (Fig. 3.11) before initiation of
pull-down experiments. The amount of Ms0616
protein is seen to increase as induction proceeds,
but this is also associated with higher degradation
levels. Cultures were therefore harvested after one
day of induction for the His-tag pull-down experiments.
To identify possible interaction partners of
Ms0616, lysate from M.smg cultures were incubated with His-affinity beads in a pull-down
experiment. Lysates were prepared from both
induced (Ms0616+ ) and non-induced cultures
(Ms0616− ) of the M.smg Ms0616 transformant. In
that way, the experiment was designed to yield at
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least two unique bands on an SDS-PAGE gel from
elutes of beads that were incubated with Ms0616+
lysates; one band from the Ms616 protein itself
and one (or possibly more) for its interaction partner(s). Lysates were also differentiated according
to whether M.smg cultures were grown in normal
medium [Fe(+)] or in low-iron medium [Fe(-)].
In that way, interaction bands on the SDS-PAGE
gel would appear more intense if Ms0616 interacted with proteins that are upregulated under ironreplete conditions.
From the silver stained SDS-PAGE gel in Fig.
3.12 it is seen that protein concentrations in bead
elutes in general are low. A lot of protein is lost in
the flow-through (lanes 2-4) and bands from elutes
of both Ms0616+ (lanes 8 and 10) and Ms0616−
(lanes 9 and 11) are weak compared to the extensively stained MW-standard. Despite this, three
distinct bands are observed in the Ms0616+ lanes
which are absent in the Ms0616− lanes (marked
with arrows). One of app. 45kDa, one slightly
above the 66.2kDa MW-marker band and the last
one higher than the 97.4kDa. These bands are
strongest in lane 10, where beads were incubated
with Ms0616+ Fe(-) lysate. That is, lysate from induced cultures grown in iron-replete medium.
The band above the 66.2kDa marker indicates a
size that corresponds well to the MW observed for
recombinant Ms0616 in the His-Western Blot in
Fig. 3.11. This band is therefore believed to originate from Ms0616 whereas the bands at ∼45kDa
and >97.4kDa might originate from novel protein
interaction partners of Ms0616.
To identify these proteins, LC MS/MS was performed. The analysis included a thorough investigation of elutes from; (i) beads only (bead
std.

1 day

2 days

3 days

Figure 3.11: Recombinant protein expression of
Ms0616, the Rv0283 homologue, in M.smg. Protein levels are visualized on a anti-His Western
Blot after one, two or three days of induction.
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control), (ii) beads incubated with Ms0616−
lysate (negative control) and (iii) beads incubated with Ms0616+ lysate. The investigation included lysates from cultures grown in both normal medium and iron-low medium. Unfortunately,
no unique proteins were identified in neither of
the Ms0616+ elutes, but this was almost certainly
due to very low protein concentrations and consequently low spectral counts.
3.4

ESX-3 Protein Levels in M.tb

To investigate the ESX-3 protein levels directly
in log-phase and starved M.tb, experiments with
ESX-3 antiserum and M.tb bacteria were conducted. These experiments consisted of Western
Blots and immuno-fluorescence microscopy.
ESX-3 antiserum was harvested from rats immunized with the ESX-3 antigens (see. Sec. 2.4)
and presence of antigen-specific IgG was confirmed by ELISA (Fig. 3.13). Since no standard
was available for the assay, information about the
total amount of IgG is not available. Therefore,
only IgG levels between groups can be compared.
Higher relative fluorescence values indicate either
more IgG or higher antigen affinity of the IgGs.
In a comparison of the titers in Fig. 3.13, there
are only minor differences in IgG levels, with the
lowest levels in serum from animals immunized
with Rv0292. Importantly, immunized rats successfully developed Abs against all the ESX-3 proteins in the study which allowed the following experiments.
3.4.1

Immuno-fluorescence Microscopy on TB

After successful recovery of the ESX-3 antiserum,
M.tb protein expression was explored by immuno-
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Figure 3.12: ESX-3 protein::protein interaction experiment visualized by silver stained SDS-PAGE of selected
fractions from His-tag pull-down. The Rv0283 homologue, Ms0616, was recombinantly expressed in fusion with a
His-tag in M.smg to capture and co-purify possible interaction partners. His-tag affinity beads were then incubated
with lysates from both induced cultures (Ms0616+ ) and non-induced cultures (Ms0616− ). These lysates were
further differentiated according to whether cultures were grown in iron-replete medium [Fe(-)] or normal medium
[Fe(+)]. Lane 1: flow through of beads only, 2-5: flow through after incubation with M.smg lysates from Ms0616+
(2+4) or Ms0616− (3+5), 6: std., 7: elution from beads only, 8: elutes from beads incubated with Ms0616+ Fe(+)
lysates, 9: elutes from beads incubated with Ms0616− Fe(+), 10: elutes from beads incubated with Ms0616+ Fe(-)
lysates, 11: elutes from beads incubated with Ms0616− Fe(+), 12: std. Unique bands in elutes from beads incubated
with Ms0616+ lysates are marked by arrows. These are strongest in when beads were incubated with Ms0616+ Fe(-)
lysate.

fluorescence microscopy on floccules of heatkilled M.tb bacteria. The purpose was to look at
differences in the levels of ESX-3 protein on the
surface of the bacteria and to make a ’proof-ofconcept’ before doing immuno-gold electron microscopy.
Bacteria, harvested at log-phase growth, were
incubated with ESX-3 antiserum and stained with
a FITC-conjugated anti-rat IgG Ab. This was done
with antiserum for all the ESX-3 proteins in the
study and a small example of the images that were
taken can be seen for Rv0283 in Fig. 3.14
In the image of non-stained bacteria 3.14(a), it
is seen that floccules appear ’yellow’. This color

is therefore regarded as reference color for ’no expression’. The FITC-fluorephore is green fluorescent and binding of the FITC-conjugated Ab to
IgGs of the ESX-3 antiserum will be visible as
green fluorescence. Hence, green fluorescence intensity is an indirect measure of protein expression.
Looking at the image of bacteria that were incubated with pre-immunization serum 3.14(b), green
fluorescence can be observed as small areas on the
floccules that appear ’more green’ than the rest.
Comparing this, to 3.14(c), a slightly more intense fluorescence is found for bacterial floccules
incubated with Rv0283 antiserum. It is there-
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Figure 3.13: IgG titers from serum of ESX-3 immunized Lewis rats. Serum was harvested from groups of
two animals vaccinated with (a) Rv0283, (b) Rv0285, (c) Rv0287, (d) Rv0288, (e) Rv0289, (f) Rv0291 and (g)
Rv0292. Antigen-specific IgG levels are expressed in arbitrary units from a fluorescence readout in the ELISA
assay. Antigen-coated microtiter plates were incubated with serum in a 4-fold dilution series going from 10X to
163,840X. Data points are mean values of three replicates but error bars, indicating standard error of means (SEMs),
are too small to be seen.
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100um
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100um
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Figure 3.14: Fluorescence microscopy on floccules of M.tb. Bacteria were incubated with serum developed in rats
and stained with FITC-conjugated anti-rat IgGs. Images were taken of non-stained bacteria (a), bacteria incubated
with pre-immunization serum (b) and with Rv0283 antiserum (c). The FITC- fluorophore is green fluorescent and
can be seen as green areas on the surface of the bacterial floccules that appear yellow.

fore tempting to interpret this increased fluorescence as the visualization of Rv0283 protein on
the surface of M.tb. However, this is most likely
not the case given that bacteria incubated with
antiserum against Rv0285, Rv0287 and Rv0288
showed the same level of green fluorescence (Images not shown). Rv0285, Rv0287 and Rv0288 are
all exported out of the bacteria and should therefore not give rise to fluorescence in this experiment. Since they still do, this assay fails to compare expression surface protein levels between the
ESX-3 proteins and consequently no further experiments were made (e.g. with starved vs. log-phase
bacteria, immune-gold electron microscopy etc.).
3.4.2

Antiserum Western blots

To explore a small segment of the changes that
M.tb makes in response to starvation, Western Blot
analysis with the ESX-3 antiserum was performed
to detect protein levels in heat-inactivated M.tb.
Fig. 3.15 shows individual Western Blots of whole
log-phase and starved bacteria using the antiserum
developed in ESX-3 immunized rats as primary antibodies.
It is seen that IgGs with affinity for mycobacterial proteins other than the ESX-3 proteins exist, as bands appear in the blot with serum from
animals pre-immunization. These IgGs recognize
protein(s) of ∼50kDa and are also present in serum
from vaccinated animals (strongest band in many
of the blots). More non-specific bands are also
found by comparing the different blots with antiserum for the ESX-3 proteins. These bands of
sizes between 30-50kDa appear at the same size
in all the blots and are therefore regarded as antimycobacterial IgGs non-specific for ESX-3. Together these IgGs give unwanted bands in the
Western Blots which is hampering the analysis of

the ESX-3 protein levels and lowering the validity
of the assay.
Despite non-specific IgGs in the antisera,
unique bands are still seen in TB Western Blots
for the membrane proteins, Rv0284 and Rv0291.
Rv0284 has a size of 145kDa which corresponds
well to the observed band that lays between the 98
and 250kDa marker bands. There are also bands
at lower sizes which might be interpreted as degradation. Rv0291 has a size of 46kDa and unique
bands are observed slightly above ∼50kDa. This
discrepancy was also found in His-Western Blot
for the recombinant Rv0291 protein produced in
E.coli (Fig. 3.2(a)). There are no unique bands for
Rv0292 that has a size of 36kDa. There are also no
unique bands in the blots with antiserum against
Rv0285, Rv0287 and Rv0288 which is consistent
with these proteins being secreted. Oppositely, a
unique band appears in the blot with serum against
Rv0289 that is believed to be a secreted protein
as well. Rv0289 has a size of 32kDa and bands
are observed slightly below 36kDa. These might
therefore origin from remnants of yet non-secreted
protein or exported protein that is situated in the
bacterial cell wall.
There are not significant differences in protein
levels of log-phase and starved M.tb which is realized by comparing the intensities of the observed
bands for log and starv of Rv0284, Rv0289 and
Rv0291. What is important, though, is that these
ESX-3 proteins indeed are found in M.tb under
starvation.
Lastly, it should be mentioned that an optimization study was performed to enhance the specificity
of the antiserum TB Western Blots. This was done
to get rid of the non-specific bands observed between 30-50kDa. The secondary Abs were incubated with the membrane to test for cross reactiv45
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Figure 3.15: Western Blot detection of ESX-3 proteins in M.tb after log-phase growth or six weeks of starvation.
SDS-PAGE was performed on samples of 35mg/ml boiled bacteria of both after both log-phase growth and six
weeks of starvation. Antiserum developed in immunized rats was used to visualize the ESX-3 protein in the Western
Blots, together with an Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated secondary Ab. Black arrows indicate sizes at which
the specific ESX-3 protein is expected to appear. ESX-3 non-specific bands are observed in the blot with preimmunization serum. These are also present in blots with serum from ESX-3 immunized animals as are even more
non-specific bands at lower MW.

ity between the secondary Abs and mycobacterial
proteins. This was not the case. Also, five different
serum dilutions ranging from 1:1000 to 1:81,000
were investigated and incubations were done both
at 4◦ C O/N and at RT for 1h. However, none of
these conditions resulted in increased specificity.
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Discussion

The mycobacterial ESX protein secretion systems
are involved in various host-pathogen interactions.
These include attenuation of immune responses
and inhibition of mycobactericidal properties of
macrophages.98, 110, 128 ESX-3 is involved in the
uptake of iron via the siderophore pathway where
ESX-3 proteins facilitates utilization of ferricsiderophores by an unknown mechanism.
Iron is an absolutely necessity for M.tb in all biological functions and considering the high abundance of immunogenic proteins from the ESX secretion systems, the ESX-3 proteins might constitute good vaccine antigens. The experiments of
this study were designed to generate information
about the ESX-3 proteins in order to assess their
potential to be incorporated into next generation
vaccines against TB.
4.1

Protein Interactions within the Secretion
System

Information about protein::protein interactions
can reveal unknown functions of the interacting
proteins and provide insight into the biology of
the organism in question. For M.tb this kind of
information might lead to a better understanding
of disease virulence and in turn contribute to the
development of new means to control the growing
problem of TB.
Traditionally M.smg have been used as a
non-virulent model organism for investigating the ∼4000 M.tb proteins (examples in
REFs128, 144, 145 ). For ESX-3, these two organism are highly similar (for most proteins >65%
identity) and results obtained for M.smg can
probably be directly extrapolated to M.tb. The
protein::protein interaction experiment in this
study was designed to generate information about
the interactions that proteins of ESX-3 make. For
that purpose a His-tagged version of the Rv0283
M.smg homologue was expressed in a recombinant
M.smg strain. After applying culture lysates to
beads with His-tag affinity, unique interaction
bands from elutions of induced cultures were
identified by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3.12). Even though
the subsequent MS analysis failed to identify the
proteins that gave rise to unique bands, qualified
suggestions can still be given with available
information.

The band that was observed at the highest MW
(>97.4kDa) origin from a protein that corresponds
well in size to that of the Rv0284 paralogue in
M.smg. This is readily realized by comparing
the location of the band to the location of the
band observed for Rv0284 in the Western Blot in
Fig. 3.15. It thus appears, that Rv0283 interacts
with Rv0284, which is supported by the fact, that
Rv3869 is known to interact with Rv3870+Rv3871
that are the EXS-1 paralogues of Rv0283 and
Rv0284 respectively (see Fig. 1.8, Tab. 1.2 and
REF100 ). The interaction bands were also found to
be more intense when lysates were prepared from
cultures grown in iron-replete medium, indicating
that the proteins with which Rv0283 interacts,
are upregulated under iron-starvation. This points
to the fact that Rv0283 indeed interacts with
Rv0284, since ESX-3 expression is upregulated
under low-iron conditions.128, 146
The other unique band observed at ∼45kDa
in the SDS-PAGE gel is also likely to originate
from an ESX-3 protein, as this band, too, was
stronger when lysates came from cultures grown
in iron-replete medium. Of ESX-3 proteins of the
right size are Rv0290 or Rv0291 (with molecular
masses of 47.9 kDa and 46.1 kDa respectively).
Based on protein-interaction information from
ESX-1, Rv0290 seems to be the most probable
interaction partner as its ESX-1 paralogue is
believed to be situated in complex with the paralogues of Rv0283 and Rv0284.100 Also, Rv0290
is the only one that is conserved between ESX-1
and ESX-3.
Considering the above given deliberation, it
seems likely that Rv0283 interacts with both
Rv0284 and Rv0290. In a broader perspective
it also seems logical, since the proteins within
ESX-3 must display some mutual interactions
to make up a functional section system. The
three proteins may form a membrane-bound
complex that is involved in translocation of the
Rv0287/Rv0288 dimer, as has been suggested
for the ESX-1 paralogues.113 This is also in
agreement with the fact that all three of these
paralogues are proven to be essential for ESX
secretion (Sec. 1.3.1). To prove this, however, further protein::protein interaction studies are needed.
Even though more data are required to draw certain conclusions, these observations might be the
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first steps toward understanding the mechanism of
the ESX-3 better. In turn, this can become valuable
information when searching for new drug targets,
which is a highly relevant research field due to rising problems with resistant M.tb strains. Iron has
been shown to be a major virulence factor of M.tb
and bacterial growth is completely dependent on
iron.130 Hence, controlling the iron-uptake might
provide an effective means to control an M.tb infection.
This idea has already been followed in
strategies based on synthetic mycobactin analogues. These have been designed to block the
siderophore-mediated iron uptake mechanism of
mycobacteria and some analogues actually display
high inhibitory activity against M.tb.147–149 Another strategy, inspired by results from this study,
could be to target the iron-uptake mechanism on
the protein level. ESX-3 has been shown to be
absolutely vital for M.tb since esx-3, as the only
esx locus, is completely conserved among all sequenced mycobacteria121 and transposon insertions in esx-3 result in non-recoverable mutants.120
Inhibition of ESX-3 therefore represents an effective basis to control M.tb growth. A way of achieving that, could be to design protein antagonists that
block the protein secretion complex, which from
the experiment of this study, is suggested to consist of Rv0283, Rv0284 and Rv0290. These antagonists should be constructed from a template of
the Rv0287/Rv0288 dimer, since this dimer is the
substrate of the ESX-3 secretion system.128
4.2

Protein Levels in the M.tb Latency Model

As mention in Sec. 1.2.2, in vitro nutrient starvation of M.tb is a well-established model for
infection latency. Hence, a study comparing
levels of ESX-3 proteins in log-phase and starved
M.tb could possibly provide information about
the ability of the ESX-3 proteins to function as
’latency’ antigens in vaccines with impact against
latent infections.
Transcription of the esx-3 operon is known to
be regulated by the iron-dependent transcriptional
repressor (IdeR) and by the zinc uptake repressor
(Zur) (see. Sec. 1.3.2). Also, different stress
conditions are found to alter esx-3 gene expression
such as acid, hydrogen peroxide, nitric oxide,
SDS, stationary phase and biofilms,146 but no data
are available for the protein levels. A proteomic
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analysis of intraphagosomal M.tb has in fact found
that there might be little correlation between transcriptome studies and direct detection of protein
levels.150 In logarithmically growing bacteria,
the rate of protein synthesis is much greater than
that of protein degradation. Under stress that
lead to a non-replicating state, the rate of protein
degradation increases relative to that of protein
synthesis, leading to faster protein turnover. Thus,
a discrepancy may arise between transcription and
protein levels.
The Western Blot analysis in this study was
designed to qualitatively compare ESX-3 protein
levels between M.tb bacteria harvested under
logarithmic growth or after six weeks of starvation. Antigen-specific serum was developed in
immunized rats and immunizations successfully
generated antiserum that was reactive toward
target ESX-3 proteins (Fig. 3.13). Several
IgGs in the serum unfortunately also recognized other mycobacterial proteins which gave
rise to unwanted bands in the Western Blots
of the heat-killed bacteria (Fig. 3.15). These
are also likely to have caused the failure of the
immunomicroscopy study, where the bacterial
floccules displayed FITC-generated fluorescence
regardless of whether they were incubated with
pre-immunization serum, Rv0283 antiserum or
antiserum against secreted proteins (Sec. 3.4).
Nevertheless, in the Western Blots it was still
possible to detect Rv0284, Rv0291 and likely
also Rv0289 (Fig. 3.15). These proteins were
present at comparable levels in both log-phase
and starved M.tb showing that they are preserved
during nutrient starvation.
Even though only Rv0284, Rv0289 and
Rv0291 were detected in this assay it is still
very plausible that Rv0283 and Rv292, that were
not detected, are still present in starved M.tb.
For one, these proteins were not detected in
log-phase bacteria either. The esx-3 genes are
also located under the same promoter and their
transcription is therefore co-regulated. This means
that differences in protein levels between the
ESX-3 proteins must be caused by translational
regulation or degradation of either mRNA or
protein. But why would the bacteria specifically
preserve some parts of the secretion system and
others not? Rv0283 is highly likely to be essential
for the functioning of the ESX-3 secretion system,
as deletion of its ESX-1 paralogue has been shown

4.3 ESX-3 Proteins in Vaccines
to impair ESX-1 secretion.112 It was also found
in Sec. 4.1 that Rv0283 is likely to interact with
Rv0284 and consequently Rv0283 is expected
to be found at levels comparable to Rv0284 in
log-phase as well as starved M.tb. It therefore
seems more likely that the sensitivity of the assay
or the IgGs in the developed antiserum accounted
for the failure to detect presence of Rv0283 and
Rv0292 rather than them not being present.

mation.153, 154 If present as contaminants, LPS
might interfere with immune responses of ESX3 subunit vaccination or induce non-specific cytokine secretion in lymphocytes cultures. However, purified proteins were free from E.coli except for Rv0283, Rv0291 and Rv0292 where lower
levels of contamination was observed. The E.coli
remnants are expected to mainly consist of protein,
as extensive washing procedures were included
during chromatography to remove LPS.

4.3

4.3.2

4.3.1

ESX-3 Proteins in Vaccines
Recombinant Antigen Production

Recombinant proteins from the mycobacterial
ESX-3 secretion system (Rv0282-Rv0292) were
produced in E.coli for use in vaccine studies. Five
out of nine proteins were successfully recovered
and purified. Rv0284 and Rv0282 did not amplify
properly by PCR which most likely is due to high
GC content and long DNA sequence. Rv0286 and
Rv0290 on the other hand were possible to clone,
but low expression levels and extensive degradation resulted in low yields (Fig. D.1 in App. D).
These are membrane proteins that, due to their hydrophobic segments, might fold improperly in the
aqueous environment of the cytosol. It is known
that denatured or misfolded proteins are more susceptible to proteases of E.coli151 explaining the
degradation observed after induction. Also, it
has been reported that heterologous expression of
membrane proteins can be toxic to E.coli152 which
in turn cause low yields.
Rv0283, Rv0285,Rv0289, Rv0291 and Rv0292
were all recovered in sufficient amounts, though
Rv0283 displayed some level of degradation (Fig.
3.2(a)). This degradation, however, is not expected
to be crucial for the vaccine studies since T cell
epitopes are constituted by small linear peptide
fragments. It was also observed that the membrane protein samples contained E.coli remnants.
As these all had low expression levels it was necessary to increase the culture volume under expression in order to obtain enough protein. This, in turn
might have generated more E.coli biomass that remained throughout the purification procedure.
T cells might be primed against the contaminants which can result in competition and
thereby lower immune responses towards the desired antigen. Also, lipopolysaccharides (LPS) are
known TLR-ligands and triggers of acute inflam-

Immune Responses

After immunizing mice with the recombinant
vaccine antigens, immune responses were read
from spleen and blood of vaccinated animals.
Based on the antigen-specific IFNγ release of
stimulated lymphocyte cultures (Tab. 3.1), the
ESX-3 proteins could roughly be divided into two
crude categories of low and high immunogenic
proteins. Rv0289 and Rv0285, in particular, fell
into the first category as their IFNγ responses
were low compared to the other ESX-3 proteins.
Rv0283, Rv0287, Rv0291 and Rv0292 were all
immunogenic with high responses in both mouse
strains and in spleen as well as PBMCs. This
was further emphasized in the flow cytometry
assay, where only these four antigens gave rise to
substantial cellular responses. These responses
were characterized by expression of both IFNγ,
TNFα, IL-2 and for Rv0283, Rv0287 and Rv0291
also IL-17.
In the study, animals were distinguished
according whether or not they received H1 vaccination in addition to their immunization with
an ESX-3 antigen. This was done to address the
concern of competition between different immune
responses, when vaccinating animals with several
antigens at the same time. Except for Rv0291
in one of the two mouse strains, little effect was
seen on the magnitude of the ESX-3 responses
when animals also received H1 vaccination (Tab.
3.1). Responses of Rv0289 and Rv0292 were even
enhanced, which indicates that antigen-specific
responses can be preserved in the presence of the
more dominant responses of ESAT-6 and Ag85B
from H1.
The opposite scenario, where the responses
toward H1 would be compromised by vaccination
with an additional antigen, was also rejected, as
antigen-specific IFNγ responses of ESAT-6 and
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Ag85B were detected at high levels when animals
also received an ESX-3 immunization (Fig. 3.3).
In terms of T cell quality, multiple cytokine
analysis of the H1 responses after M.tb challenge,
showed strong responses characterized by a high
proportion of TNFα+ IL-2+ double positive and
IFNγ+ TNFα+ IL-2+ triple positive CD4 T cells
(Fig. 3.6), confirming what is known from the
literature.65 This cytokine expression profile was
maintained when additional ESX-3 antigens were
included in the vaccination. Based on these data
the concerns of competing immune responses can
therefore be dismissed for every tested antigen
except for Rv0291 that had a lower immune
response in B6C3F1 when H1 vaccination was
also given.
After animals were challenged with M.tb,
measured ESX-3-specific IFNγ responses were
strongest in blood and lungs as inflammatory programs induced by the ongoing infection promoted
migration of circulating lymphocytes. As opposed
to before infection, where Rv0283, Rv0287,
Rv0291 and Rv0292 all gave high responses, the
picture after infection was more complex with no
strict coherence with responses observed before
infection.
In general, the IFNγ responses were lower after
M.tb infection (Tab. 3.2), which was even more
pronounced when animals were also vaccinated
with H1 (Tab. 3.3). This can be explained by
one of two scenarios; (i) the infection selectively
’pushed’ certain antigens and by that amplified
responses of immunodominant antigens in favor
of the ESX-3 vaccine induced responses. Since
H1 vaccinated animals received a ten times
higher M.tb dose, this could explain the observed
differences, (ii) the antigen-specific responses of
Ag85B and ESAT-6, primed by H1 vaccination,
were amplified by the infection to an extent
where the response of ESX-3 vaccine antigen was
compromised or ’diluted’. That is, the proportion
of ESX-3 antigen-specific cells in the lungs might
have been lower despite an unchanged amount
antigen-specific lymphocytes.
Both scenarios
are feasible, but the reality might very well be a
combination of the two.
In the cytokine expression analysis, lymphocytes isolated from lungs of animals vaccinated
with Rv0287 and Rv0291 were characterized by
high frequencies of TNFα+ IL-2+ double positive
and IFNγ+ TNFα+ IL-2+ triple positive CD4 T
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cells (Fig. 3.5), as was also seen for H1. This
was a recurring motif between the responses that
could be detected for the ESX-3 vaccinated animals, though most of these responses were much
lower and therefore exposed to more background
influence (data was not shown).
In published studies and in Sec. 1.1.4 the
TNFα+ IL-2+ and IFNγ+ TNFα+ IL-2+ cells were
stated to be of a superior quality e.g. in being
capable of persisting as memory cells67 and by
secreting more IFNγ on a per cell basis compared
to other T cell phenotypes.64 IFNγ+ TNFα+
double positive and IFNγ+ single positive T cells
on the other hand represent the most differentiated
population and have limited memory potential.68
Hence, for a vaccine it is desirable to induce
responses with T cells of the former phenotype
as was seen for both Rv0287 and Rv0291 vaccination. This was in stark contrast to the infection
driven responses that were dominated by the
IFNγ+ TNFα+ double positive and IFNγ+ single
positive phenotypes. This is in concordance with
the infection driven response seen for ESAT-6 in
Fig. 3.6 and several other publications.61, 65, 155
On this basis, it has been suggested that M.tb,
as an infection strategy, seeks to exhaust T cells
by driving the immune responses toward more
differentiated phenotypes. This is most likely done
by continuous antigen stimulation58 but the ∼4000
proteins from M.tb are not equally immunostimulatory; some antigens give strong responses
while other are ’silent’ during an infection. T
cells primed against immunodominant proteins,
can therefore be anticipated to be more prone to
exhaustion by the infection driven responses.
The immunity induced by a cured primary infection does not efficiently protect against a secondary
M.tb infection.156 This means that a successful
vaccine must induce a response different from the
infection. To obtain that goal, a few strategies exist; One relies on the already described mechanism
of inducing better quality of the antigen-specific T
cells, as is done upon vaccinating with ESAT-6 and
Ag85B in H1. Another strategy, that has gain acceptance during recent years, involves vaccination
with subdominant epitopes of a dominant antigen
(e.g. ESAT-6).70, 80 The concept is to preserve a
lot of the advantages from the potent antigen, but
as opposed to vaccinating with the whole antigen,
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vaccination with subdominant epitopes prime responses that are normally silent during an infection. This might prevent T cells from being exhausted by the infection driven responses, that to a
high extent are targeted toward immunodominant
epitopes∗ . A third possibility, that resembles the
latter strategy, could be to vaccinate with subdominant antigens that are low in the immune hierarchy,
like some of the ESX-3 antigens.
In this study M.tb infected mice were screened
for immune responses against the ESX-3 proteins
and some of the included antigens were recognized (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8). However, no responses were induced against Rv0289, Rv0291 and
Rv0292 even after one year of infection, which
means the immune responses of a natural M.tb infection does not focus these antigens. Vaccination
with Rv0289, Rv0291 and Rv0292 might therefore
be able to prime T cells that are not exhausted by
the infection and thereby T cells with longer effector potential. To be an applicable strategy, however, this provides that the antigens are capable of
protecting animals M.tb after vaccination.
4.3.3

Protective efficacies and Protective Immunity

Rv0287 belongs to the potent ESAT-6 protein family and was already known at SSI to be a good
antigen. It was therefore expected to yield a high
level of protection in the vaccination study which
was also the case (Fig. 3.9(a)). Rv0283 was
nearly as good, although the induced CFU reduction was not statistically significant. Vaccination
with both Rv0289, Rv0291 and Rv0292 resulted in
statistically significant CFU reductions, that were
higher than for Rv0287. However, a direct comparison should be made with caution, since animals
were in two different aerosol rounds† . Rv0289
and Rv0291 induced a marked CFU reduction of
around 0.5 log10 but Rv0292 stood out with the
highest protection level of all the tested antigens.
In fact, Rv0292 vaccination caused a higher CFU
reduction than what is observed for both ESAT6 and Ag85B, (0.7 compared to ∼0.4-0.6 log10
∗

The response seen in infected individuals is often focused
on a very narrow range of T cell epitopes, which is referred
to as immune focusing
† If one group receives a higher M.tb dose, the protection
’window’ would probably open, such that differences between non-vaccinated and vaccinated animals are more pronounced.

CFU for both Ag85B and ESAT-6 in similar experiments88, 92, 95 ). These are acknowledged antigens
that are incorporated into several different vaccines
in clinical trial, which states Rv0292 as a very potent antigen. At least when tested in the settings
of this study (i.e. animal strain, adjuvant, antigen
dose, time of CFU readout, etc.).
The above given considerations were based on
data form the CB6F1 mouse strain. In the B6C3F1
strain, on the other hand, only Rv0283 conferred
significant protection (Fig. 3.9(b)). This was rather
surprising as most antigens usually give higher
protection levels in this mouse strain (internal SSI
findings). However, several observations indicated
that something went awry in the experiment with
B6C3F1. First of all, the protection induced by
BCG was much lower than expected based on data
from the other mouse strain, internal SSI data and
other published results.61, 95 This might be explained by the unusually low CFU level of the nonvaccinated control group (<5 log10 ). Also, some
of the antigens that conferred significant protection in CB6F1, gave higher CFU levels than nonvaccinated animals in B6C3F1 despite the fact that
the antigens were equally immunogenic in both
mouse strains. The protection data from B6C3F1
was therefore regarded as unreliable and the experiment must be repeated to asses the ability of
the ESX-3 proteins to protect against M.tb in this
mouse strain.
A correlation between the protection data and
the immune responses induced after vaccination,
shows that the antigens that conferred protection,
also gave rise IFNγ secretion in in vitro stimulated
lymphocyte cultures (Fig. 3.9 and Tabs 3.1,3.2).
Vaccination with Rv0285 did not induce protection in either mouse strain and Rv0285 was also
the least immunogenic of the investigated proteins.
Rv0283, Rv0287, Rv0289, Rv0291 and Rv0292
gave all rise to IFNγ secretion and they all conferred protection, suggesting that IFNγ secretion is
necessary for protection against M.tb. However, it
does not seem like protection levels are dependent
on the magnitude of the IFNγ responses neither
before nor after infection, as e.g. Rv0289 induce
lower IFNγ responses than Rv0291 without any
differences in protection levels. Hence, IFNγ can
be stated as a prerequisite for protection whereas
the magnitude of the response, does not correlate
with protection, which agrees with other publications.59, 60 This tendency also holds true for other
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cytokines; all the antigens that conferred protection gave rise to immune responses characterized
by CD4 T cells secreting both IFNγ, TNFα, IL2 (Fig. 3.4). However, the level of cytokine expression was markedly different without that being
translated into observable differences in the protection levels. Results obtained in this study can
therefore not contribute to the unraveling of any
mutual relations between protection and the characteristics of vaccine induced immune responses.
This field has been a major subject of interest during the history of TB vaccine research, but despite
intensive efforts, correlates of protection remain
unclear.
4.3.4

Proposal of Future Vaccine Antigens
from ESX-3

On a global basis, the major problems with TB
are focused around developing countries. This, in
combination with a stunning number of individuals that potentially are to be included in a TB eradication strategy, requires new vaccines to be available at low prices. To reach that goal, subunit vaccines are often made as fusion proteins of selected
antigens. The advantage of doing so, lies within
having only one production process to run, which
significantly limits expenses. To keep the production as optimal as possible, it can therefore be wise
to consider the recombinant expression levels of
new antigens before incorporating them into fusion
constructs.
For the ESX-3 proteins investigated in this
project the membrane proteins, in particular, displayed lower expression yields and higher degradation levels. This was believed to be caused by
misfolding of the proteins due their hydrophobic
segments. Hence, if any of these were to be incorporated into new fusion, it should be in a trimmed
and more hydrophilic version. Luckily this is easily done as both Rv0283, Rv0291 and Rv0292
only have hydrophobic segments at their N- or Ctermini.157–159 For Rv0292, as an example, this
would mean removal of the first 57 residues out
of a total 331 residues. To be successful this procedure would require that none of the vital T cell
epitopes are removed.
Most of the vaccine candidates that are currently in clinical trial are designed as prophylactic vaccines, however, modern vaccines are also
required to address the problem of latent infected
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individuals. There already exist ’latency antigens’
like Rv2660c and proteins from the DosR regulon160 known to be strongly upregulated under
starvation (See. Table S2 in Fontán et al.161 ), but
the ESX-3 proteins posses properties that could
make them interesting for future designs of postexposure vaccines. Some of the proteins (Rv0284,
Rv0289 and Rv0291) have in this study been
shown to be present in the in vitro starvation based
latency model of M.tb and the rest, that could not
detected, were expected to be present at similar
levels as well. Also, iron is an absolutely necessity
for mycobacterial survival and macrophages activated by IFNγ are known to lower the concentration of iron binding molecules in the macrophage
endosomes.162, 163 Proteins from ESX-3 are therefore likely to be vital for M.tb when under pressure from the immune system. On this basis it can
be hypothesized that vaccination with ESX-3 antigens induce immune-mediated suppression of reactivating and/or latent M.tb bacteria. In vaccines
constructs ESX-3 proteins could be combined with
other latency antigens to generate a vaccine, with
impact under both latency and in reactivation phase
where iron is needed for mycobacterial growth.
Of the proteins tested in this study, only the
ones that conferred protection against M.tb are interesting for future use. Rv0287 was from start
known at SSI and is already incorporated into different vaccine designs. Rv0283 offered the lowest
protection level, but was recognized in long term
infected animals (Fig. 3.8). This can be interpreted in two different ways being either beneficial
or pernicious; (i) Since an immune response is observed one year after M.tb challenge, lymphocytes
primed against Rv0283 are preserved throughout
the infection while other T cell populations perish over time. In that way it can be argued that
Rv0283 induce an immunity that protects animals
better during latency. (ii) It can also be argued
that the Rv0283-specific lymphocyte population is
(over)stimulated during the whole period of the infection, which drives the T cells toward exhaustion cf. the discussion in Sec. 4.3.2. This would
lead to T cell death and loss of protective immunity. With the available knowledge in the field, it
is not possible to state one of the scenrios more
likely and furhter experiment are required to determine whether or not Rv0283 is a good antigen
during long term M.tb infection.
Rv0289 and Rv0291 both induced significant
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protection that was comparable to that of Rv0287.
These are therefore highly interesting for future
vaccine designs, but Rv0291 was shown to possibly impede the protective immunity of H1, when
given together (Fig. 3.10). The immune response
for Rv0291 was also observed to be significantly
lower when animals were vaccinated with both H1
and Rv0291 (Fig. 3.3(a)). Hence, Rv0289 is the
better choice of the two, if new vaccines are to be
developed on the H1 backbone. Rv0289 is furthermore a secreted protein and can be produced
in large quantities without modifications.
The experiments also revealed a new antigen in
the form of Rv0292. It is a unique protein with
no M.tb homologues and it confers protection levels even higher than what is seen for ESAT-6 and
Ag85B. This is a very rare discovery and Rv0292
has the potential to be incorporated into various
vaccine designs. It was shown herein that the protective immunity induced by H1 is not compromised when co-administered with Rv0292. Immune responses could be detected against both
Rv0292 and the protein constituents of H1 (ESAT6 and Ag85B) and so a fusion between Rv0292 and
H1 can be expected to constitute an improved subunit vaccine. Rv0292 may also be used in a new
approach; in contrast to ESAT-6 and Ag85B that
are immuno dominant proteins, Rv0292 offers efficient protection while being low in the immune
hierachi of M.tb (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8). That is, a natural infection does not induce strong immune responses toward Rv0292 and the Rv0292-specific
T cells may avoid exhastion and thereby have a
longer effector potential. This antigen also have
great potential in post-exposure vaccines, that are
designed to prime responses on top of an exisiting
immune response induced by M.tb infection. In
that setting, Rv0292 is able to prime new T cells
and possibly induce protective immunity toward
disease reactivation. Rv0292 might therefore be a
suitable candidate for making up the backbone of
the next generation of TB subunit vaccines.
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Conclusion

The mycobacterial ESX-3 secretion system is involved in the iron uptake process of M.tb and has
been shown to be absolutely vital for mycobacterial growth. In this study it was found that Rv0283,
Rv0284 and Rv0290 of ESX-3 are likely to interact
with each other to form a membrane anchored protein complex that is responsible for ESX-3 secretion. Inhibition of this transporter complex might
represent an effective means to control TB infections.
This study demonstrated substantial protective
efficacy of four uncharacterized proteins from
ESX-3 when administered to animals in immunogenic formulations (Rv0283, Rv0289, Rv0291 and
Rv0292). In total, six different recombinant antigens were tested in the mouse model of M.tb and
especially Rv0292 stood out having higher protection levels than what is seen for the well-known
antigens, ESAT-6 and Ag85B. Interestingly, responses against this antigen were not induced during M.tb infection and Rv0292-specific responses
primed by vaccination might therefore avoid infection driven T cell exhaustion. Traditional vaccines in clinical trials are based on immunodominant antigens and so incorporation of this novel
subdominant antigen represents a new vaccination
strategy. Furthermore, ESX-3 proteins were detected in the in vitro starvation model of M.tb latency, suggesting that incorporation of ESX-3 proteins into vaccine constructs might confer protection against infection reactivation.
Except for Rv0291, none of the proteins that
conferred protection compromized the protective
immunity of H1, which allows vaccine designs
with combinations of ESX-3 antigens on top the
H1 backbone. Rv0292 also has the characteristics
that are required for constituting the backbone of a
new line of TB vaccines with antigens that are low
in the M.tb immune hierarchy. A fusion between
Rv0292 and one of the other protective ESX-3 proteins, like Rv0289 or Rv0291, might therefore be
an interesting vaccine candidate.
Perspectives
Interactions between proteins of ESX-3 were in
this study indicated by pull-down experiments,
however, to prove these correct, further experiments are needed. This could be done by repeating

experiments with higher protein concentrations
or by using other existing techniques as the
yeast-two hybrid system. It is desirable to include
more proteins from ESX-3 and also to look for
non-protein interaction partners like siderophores.
New information in this field would greatly expand the understanding of the function of ESX-3.
Recombinant production of the antigens used
for animal vaccination was not optimal for the
membrane proteins.
Problems included both
degradation and low expression yields. Optimization e.g. of codon usage, temperature, medium
composition and pH, might relieve some of the
problems, but for large scale production, the
problematic proteins should be produced in a
soluble form. Luckily, none of proteins included
in this study have large transmembrane domains,
but removal of amino acids always involve the risk
of eliminating essential T cell epitopes. A study
comparing the immune responses and protective
efficacies of wild type and truncated proteins
would therefore be required.
Some of the ESX-3 proteins demonstrated
significant protection against M.tb in the mouse
model. However, these experiments only represent
a narrow selection of possible setups in terms
of mouse strain, antigen dose and time point of
CFU readout. Also, antigens were only tested in
a prophylactic setting and it would be interesting
to obtain information about their ability to induce
protective immunity after exposure to M.tb. For
that purpose several mouse models exist despite
the fact that mice, unlike in humans, does not
form a latent stage of M.tb. The problem of
vaccinating on top of an existing immune response
can be addressed by vaccinating animals after
a cured infection. CFUs can then be read after
a re-infection and the protective efficacy of the
vaccines can be compared to animals that solely
rely on the immunity induced by the first infection.
In another model, animal infection is followed by
a suboptimal antibiotic treatment that avoids total
bacterial clearance. Animals are at this stage vaccinated and subsequently allowed to ’reactivate’.
CFUs can then be read after weeks of reactivated
disease. These kind of experiments provides the
required information to decide whether the ESX-3
antigens are worth investigating in other animal
species, like macaques, that do have a latent stage
of M.tb.
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Figure A.1: Plamids used in this project. (A) pDONR 201, (B) pDEST 17 and (C) pDESTsmg
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B. Primers

B

Primers
Table B.1: Complete list of primers used in this study.

Target gene

Name

Primer sequence 5’ → 3’
Primers for amplification of M.tb genes

Rv0282
Rv0283
Rv0284
Rv0285
Rv0286
Rv0289
Rv0290
Rv0291
Rv0292

Rv0282-F
Rv0282-R
Rv0283-F
Rv0283-R
Rv0284-F
Rv0284-R
Rv0285-F
Rv0285-R
Rv0286-F
Rv0286-R
Rv0289-F
Rv0289-R
Rv0290-F
Rv0290-R
Rv0291-F
Rv0291-R
Rv0292-F
Rv0292-R

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGGCGGGCGTAGGTGA
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ATGCCCGCACCGA
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGACGAACCAGCAGCAC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ACCGGTACCCTCCCTC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA AGTGAGCAGACTGATCTTTGAG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ATGACTGACTCCCCTTCTG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGGACGTTGCGAGTGGTTC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC AGCCGCCCACGAC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGGCCGCGCCCATC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ACTTGCTGTCGTGCGGTAAG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA TAATGGATGCAACACCCAACG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ACGAGGATTGGGTGGAGA
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGTCCGGCACCGTCAT
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ATCTGTTGAGCACCCAAG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGATCCGTGCCGCATTT
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ATTCGGTGGGGCTCCCT
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATGAACCCGATCCCTTCTTG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC ATGTTCGACTGACGGC

Primers for amplification of M.smg genes
Ms0615
Ms0616
Ms0617
Ms0618
Ms0619
Ms0620
Ms0621
Ms0622
Ms0623
Ms0624
Ms0626

Ms0615-F
Ms0615-R
Ms0616-F
Ms0616-R
Ms0617-F
Ms0617-R
Ms0618-F
Ms0618-R
Ms0619-F
Ms0619-R
Ms0620-F
Ms0620-R
Ms0621-F
Ms0621-R
Ms0622-F
Ms0622-R
Ms0623-F
Ms0623-R
Ms0624-F
Ms0624-R
Ms0626-F
Ms0626

GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA GTCAGCCGTTTCGCCACC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCATGCCGGCACCGACAG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ACCGGCCCCGTCAACC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCATCGGGAGGCCTCCATA
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA AGCCGGCTCATCTTCGAGC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCATCGGTATTCCCCTCCTC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ACACTGCGCGTAGTTCCGGAAG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCAGAGGCCGCGGGCCGT
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ACGGCCCCTATCTGGATGGCTC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCAGCGGCGCGGACCCCCT
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA AGTCTTCTCGACGCTCACATC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCAGATACCGGTGTAGGTGC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA TCCCAGATCATGTACAACTACC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCATCCCCACTTGGCGCC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA GGGCCTAACGCTGTTGAG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC CTATGCTTTCTGGGTTCTTCTC
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA TCCGAGAACACTGTGATGCC
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCACCTGTCGAGCACGAG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ATCCACAAGAGTCTGGGCG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC TCATGTGGTCTTGTCCTTCCG
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTA ACCGCCCGGATAGCGCTG
GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTC CTACGCCGGATGACCCGCT

Table notes: Primers were designed with an attB1 recombination site on the forward primer and an attB2 recombination site
on thereverse primer. These are marked in bold in the primer sequences.
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C

Protocol Example
Afd. for Infektionsimmunologi
Forsøgsansvarlig:
Kontaktinfo:
Costcenter:
Dyreforsøgstilladelsesnr.:
Dato/version:

Forsøg F1711

rjf (Rune)/rjm (Rasmus)/caa (Claus)
rjm@ssi.dk, lok. 406
86 13 48
2009/561-1655
29 nov 2010/ version 6

Formål:
Er nogle af de strukturelle proteiner fra ESX 3 immunogene og kan de beskytte mod lunge TB i
B6C3F1 mus?
Forløb:

(er alt forløbet som det skal? Noter eventuelle fejl)

Konklusion:

INFORMATION
Mus:

Total antal mus:
Mus:

114
114 B6C3F1 (C57BL/6xC3H) hjemkommer uge 50
Musene inddeles i gruppe A-O (se nedenfor)

Antigener:

Rekombinante proteiner 2 µg (+ 2 µg H1 når det står) ved subcutan immunisering
Positiv kontrol:

Batch ( )
BCG s.c.

Adjuvans(er):
CAF01:

Infektionsbakterie:

Batch (2107)
Dosis er 75µg/25µg (DDA/TDB)

MTB Erdman

Batch ( )

Dosis:

5 x 106 CFU/ml og 5 x 107 CFU/ml

Bedøvelse:
Ingen

Smertelindring:
Ingen

Side 1 af 4
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C. Protocol Example

Afd. for Infektionsimmunologi
Forsøgsansvarlig:
Kontaktinfo:
Costcenter:
Dyreforsøgstilladelsesnr.:
Dato/version:

Forsøg F1711

rjf (Rune)/rjm (Rasmus)/caa (Claus)
rjm@ssi.dk, lok. 406
86 13 48
2009/561-1655
29 nov 2010/ version 6

IMMUNISERINGSSKEMA
Gruppe Antal

Vaccine

Immuniseringsgang
1.

mus

3.

A

8

None

B

6

BCG)

2.5 x 107 CFU/ml,
0.2 ml s.c. haleroden

C

8

Rv0283

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

D

8

Rv0285

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

E

8

Rv0287

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod.

200 µl s.c. halerod

F

6

None

G

8

Rv0289

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

H

8

Rv0291

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

I

8

Rv0292

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

J

8

Rv0283+H1

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

K

6

H1

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

L

8

Rv0285+H1

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

M

8

Rv0289+H1

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

N

8

Rv0291+H1

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

O

8

Rv0292+H1

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

200 µl s.c. halerod

.
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2.

Afd. for Infektionsimmunologi
Forsøgsansvarlig:
Kontaktinfo:
Costcenter:
Dyreforsøgstilladelsesnr.:
Dato/version:

Forsøg F1711

rjf (Rune)/rjm (Rasmus)/caa (Claus)
rjm@ssi.dk, lok. 406
86 13 48
2009/561-1655
29 nov 2010/ version 6

TIDSPLAN
D. 03 Jan 2010 (wk 0)
1. immunisering:
Grupperne:

D. 17 Jan 2011 (wk 2)
2. immunisering:
Grupperne:

D. 31 Jan 2011 (wk 4)
3. immunisering:
Grupperne:

B, C, D, E
G, H, I, J, K
L, M, N, O immuniseres alle s.c. med 200 µl ved haleroden.

C, D, E
G, H, I, J, K
L, M, N, O immuniseres alle s.c. med 200 µl ved haleroden.

C, D, E
G, H, I, J, K
L, M, N, O immuniseres alle s.c. med 200 µl ved haleroden.

D. 21 Feb 2011 (wk 7)
Totaltap præ-infektion
2 dyr fra gruppe A, C, D, E, G, H, I, J, L, M, N, O totaltappes i EDTA-rør (pooles inden for grupperne) og milte udtages (pooles inden for gruppen).
D. 14 Marts 2011 (wk 10) (dg 0 fra infektion)
Infektion – bemærk der er to forskellige challenge doser!
Aerosol challenge til grupperne A - J (n = 60) med 5 x 106 CFU/ml Erdman
Aerosol challenge til grupperne K - O (n = 30) med 5 x 107 CFU/ml Erdman
1.
2.
3.

aerosolrunde: A - E, 6 mus fra hver gruppe
aerolsolrunde: F - J, 6 mus fra hver gruppe
aerolsolrunde: K - O, 6 mus fra hver gruppe – høj challenge dosis!!!

HUSK: Beholder med bakterier skal før hver infektions runde vendes og blandes grundigt,
men forsigtigt. Dette kan have meget stor betydning for hvor godt musene bliver inficeret.
D. 27 April 2011 (wk 16, 6 wk´s post infection)
Organer til bakterie tælling og immunologiske udlæsninger post-infektion
Fra alle dyr i grupperne A-E + G + H:
Udtages skyllede lunger (enkeltvis fra alle dyr) og tappes blod (pooled).
Desuden udtages milte fra 3 dyr per gruppe (pooled).
½ lunge til bakterietælling (samme boks inden for grupperne)
½ lunge (pooled), milte (pooled) og blod (pooled) til celleopsæt
Side 3 af 4
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C. Protocol Example

Afd. for Infektionsimmunologi
Forsøgsansvarlig:
Kontaktinfo:
Costcenter:
Dyreforsøgstilladelsesnr.:
Dato/version:

Forsøg F1711

rjf (Rune)/rjm (Rasmus)/caa (Claus)
rjm@ssi.dk, lok. 406
86 13 48
2009/561-1655
29 nov 2010/ version 6

D. 28 April 2011 (wk 16, 6 wk´s post infection) (tidspunkt: så tidligt som muligt)
Organer til bakterie tælling og immunologiske udlæsninger post-infektion
Fra alle dyr i grupperne F + I-O:
Udtages skyllede lunger (enkeltvis fra alle dyr) og tappes blod (pooled).
Desuden udtages milte fra 3 dyr per gruppe (pooled).
½ lunge til bakterietælling (samme boks inden for grupperne)
½ lunge (pooled), milte (pooled) og blod (pooled) til celleopsæt

Side 4 af 4
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Supplementary Figures and Tables
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Figure D.1: Overview of the expression of Rv0286 and Rv0290. (a) SDS-PAGE gel of small induction experiment.
5 mL LB medium was inocculated with E. coli BL21 (DE3) transformed with expression constructs for Rv0286 and
Rv0290. Bacterial samples for SDS-PAGE were taken both before (’non-induced’) and after initiation of protein
expression (’induced’). Before analysis, becterial samples were diluted in sample buffer to a final OD600 ∼0.1. Lane
1: Rv0290 non-induced, 2-3: Rv0290 induced, 4: Rv0286 non-induced, 5-6: Rv0286 induced. No differences are
observed between induced and non-induced cultures due to low expression levels. (b) Western Blot visualizing
His-tagged protein of Rv0290 in Lane 1 and Rv0286 in Lane 2. It is seen that the amount of protein is very low for
Rv0290, while Rv0286 appear extensively degraded with multiple degradation bands.

Table D.1: Yields of recombinant protein after protein purification.
Protein

Yield (mg/L culture)

type

MW(kDa)

Rv0283
Rv0285
Rv0289
Rv0291
Rv0292

0.19
0.73
4.47
0.23
0.30

membrane
secreted
secreted
membrane
membrane

55.9
9.6
31.6
46.1
35.9

ESX-3 recall after six weeks of TB
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g
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D

Figure D.2: Antigen specific IFNγ release of lymphocytes isolated from lungs of B6C3F1 mice six weeks after
aerosol challenge with 5x106 CFU of M.tb Erdman/mouse (n=6 per group). Data points are mean values of three
replicates and error bars indicate standard error of mean (SEM). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 using one-way
ANOVA with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test with ’-Ag’ as control.
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Figure E.1: Protein purification of recombinant Rv0283 and Rv0285 from E.coli. In the UV-chromatograms
are fractions for SDS-PAGE analysis indicated by arrows. These are visualized on coomassie stained gels where
fractions that were selected for furhter use, are marked with red circles. (a,b) Affinity purification of Rv0283, (c,d)
anion exchange of Rv0283, (e,f) affinity purification of Rv0285, (c,d) anion exchange of Rv0285
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Figure E.2: Protein purification of recombinant Rv0291 and Rv0292 from E.coli. In the UV-chromatograms
are fractions for SDS-PAGE analysis indicated by arrows. These are visualized on coomassie stained gels where
fractions that were selected for furhter use, are marked with red circles. (a,b) Affinity purification of Rv0291, (c,d)
anion exchange of Rv0291, (e,f) affinity purification of Rv0292, (c,d) anion exchange of Rv0292
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